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CHAPTER 1 

The Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) - Background 

Every year, catastrophic flooding occurs somewhere in the United States. Often, the local 
floodplain manager is overwhelmed following these disasters.  

For over 40 years, ASFPM has worked to build state and local floodplain management 
capabilities. Today, with 37 state chapters and nearly 20,000 experienced and professional 
members, ASFPM is in a unique position to provide much needed assistance after a disaster. 

After a large-scale event, there are often many damaged structures that need to be inspected, 
and substantial damage determinations must be conducted promptly so that property 
owners and communities can make important decisions regarding repairs, mitigation, and 
financial assistance. However, communities may lack the resources to complete substantial 
damage determinations quickly.  

The purpose of a Disaster Assistance 
Response Team (DART) is to help a 
community meet its floodplain management 
responsibilities and recover quickly after a 
disaster. DARTs can assist the local floodplain 
manager by conducting flood damage 
reconnaissance, high water mark data 
collection, substantial damage estimates, 
training on code-compliant reconstruction, 
guidance on mitigation actions, flood 
recovery education for property owners, and, 
if needed, supplement local staff. The intent 
of the DART is to expedite response and 
recovery tasks immediately after the disaster.  

DART members are floodplain management 
professionals who have volunteered to assist 
communities in times of need. The majority of 
DART volunteers are drawn from ASFPM or 
ASFPM state chapters. They represent local, 
state, and federal government agencies; the 
private sector; academia; the insurance 
industry; and other professional disciplines. 
DART volunteers have experience and 
training in post-flood responsibilities.  

This playbook assumes a general understanding of 
substantial damage regulations and the damage 
assessment process. It does not provide guidance 
on the substantial damage process itself. 

Excellent FEMA resources and publications are 
available to help administer the substantial 
damage requirements. 

 

In addition, many states have developed their own 
substantial damage guidance documents, which 
include templates and examples 
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The Vision: Disaster Response Teams Answering the Call for Help.  

Post-disaster response is rarely a job for 
one person; it requires a team. When a 
major event happens, additional “outside” 
resources are often needed, and 
floodplain managers around the country 
are eager to help their colleagues.  

For this reason, ASFPM is committed to 
organizing and training dedicated disaster 
response teams in each state or ASFPM 
chapter. These state teams will be formed 
largely of local officials and other 
professionals with expertise in damage 
assessment work. These local teams can 
respond quickly and “hit the ground” 
running, often as soon as the floodwaters recede. 

The goal of ASFPM is to establish disaster teams in every state that operate uniformly to 
ensure a routine process following emergencies. With a standardized and simplified process, 
ASFPM can become the platform for the coordination of mutual aid assistance. These state 
DARTs will work in partnership with the local sponsors and any other organizations to provide 
aid. This could include FEMA, the state emergency management agency, or local professional 
associations, including building officials or other trade associations. 

However, it is inevitable that new disasters will bring new challenges. Large-scale mutual aid 
within the floodplain management community will be an evolving process.  

What Services Can DARTs Provide? 

In states with existing disaster response teams, the primary role of the DART has been post-
flood field inspections and substantial damage estimates. The DARTs have performed 
amazingly well in these situations. 

However, disaster types and post-disaster needs can vary widely among communities.  While 
the focus of the DART is flood response, teams may be needed for other types of hazards 
(tornado, earthquake, fire, etc.). Therefore, the resources provided by DARTs can also vary 
widely. 

Services provided by DARTs can include: 

 

 

 

KEY ISSUES 

• Locally driven team within each state for quick 
response. 

• State enabling legislation allowing mutual aid. 
• memorandum of understanding for states or 

chapters. 
• Reciprocity on issues like training, qualifications, 

certification, administration, permits, etc. 
• Address tort immunity concerns. 
• Uniformity across state borders. 
• Mission-ready packages that can be used to 

complement interstate response via EMAC. 
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Field Inspections 
• Document and survey high water marks. 
• Inspect impacted areas to photograph, identify, and map damaged structures. 
• Perform “triage” on damaged structures to prioritize response needs.  

 
Data Collection 

• Collect building addresses and map depth-damage data. 
• Compile data needed for damage assessments such as square footage, market value, 

etc. 
 
Substantial Damage Estimates 

• Collect accurate homeowner and structural data needed for substantial damage 
estimates.  

• Conduct substantial damage estimate training for local officials focused on building 
construction attributes, flood depths/damage percentages, building condition, and 
depreciation. 

• Process substantial damage estimates using the FEMA Substantial Damage Estimator 
(SDE) Tool.  

 
Outreach/Education 

• Assist with education on post-disaster requirements. 
• Operate informational booths or kiosks. 
• Develop handouts or summary documents to provide to citizens. 
• Walk damage area and post notices or doorhangers on impacted structures. 

 
 Permit Processing 

• Complete damage assessment database and inventory. 
• Assist with damage assessment letters and notifications. 
• Assist local staff with post-event permit processing.  

 
Mitigation Advice 

• Provide mitigation program outreach and education for citizens. 
• Assist community in gathering data needed for mitigation grant development.  

 
 Drone Reconnaissance 

• Perform safety reconnaissance for the community or assessment teams. 
• Collect aerial imagery of flood damage. 
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The DART Pyramid: Three Levels of Disaster Response. 

While all disasters are local, they can often be 
classified into three broad categories: local, 
state, or federal. Each level can require 
different support needs. At the local and state 
levels, even smaller events can often 
overwhelm a local official. At the federal level, 
available resources are often stretched, and 
bureaucracy can further delay deployment of 
disaster assistance teams.  

DART response will follow strategies 
developed for each of these three event 
categories: 

1) Smaller or Localized events impacting a small geographic area and one or more 
communities. In this type of event, states or chapters should have established and 
trained teams to ensure a quick and organized response to local requests for 
assistance.  DARTs can respond quickly using simple agreements between the DART 
and the impacted community(ies) or pre-established state mutual aid programs.  

2) Larger state or regional events impacting several communities will require the 
involvement of the state EMAs and must follow established disaster response 
guidelines. In this type of event, states and chapters should have a signed 
memorandum of understanding with the state EMA establishing criteria and overall 
coordination of the DART deployment.  Logistics will typically occur within the existing 
state’s EMA process.   

3) At the catastrophic or national level, State NFIP Coordinators and state chapters will 
work through ASFPM to coordinate logistics using the Emergency Management 
Assistance Compact (EMAC).  At the national level, all DARTs should operate using a 
uniform and consistent methodology. Mission Ready Packages (MPRs) will be 
developed to itemize teams and equipment and to ensure a flawless deployment and 
reimbursement process for individual state DARTs.  

The ASFPM Disaster Assistance Response Team playbook recognizes each of these three 
levels of disaster response and establishes basic guidelines for states or ASFPM chapters to 
organize and develop their DARTs.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Building a State or Chapter Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART): The 

Base of the DART Pyramid 

A small number of states have already organized state 
disaster assistance teams. These in-state teams have 
responded quickly and performed exceedingly well, 
deploying within days, and completing hundreds of 
damage assessments per day.  As such, the Association of 
State Floodplain Managers (ASFPM) sees this approach as 
having the greatest potential to be expanded to meet the 
needs of local communities nationwide.  

ASFPM is now encouraging states or state chapters to 
form disaster response teams. The state DARTs can draw 
upon trained floodplain mangers, emergency responders, 
and building inspectors to aid local communities within 
their state after a disaster.   

Existing State Chapter Disaster Response Teams in IL, LA, 
and OK have responded to several flood events. Events 
ranged from small, localized floods to larger federally 
declared events. At each event, these teams responded 
within three days and completed hundreds of damage 
assessments in a single day.   

Building a State DART  

Building a state DART is a relatively easy process. Floodplain managers are eager to help their 

friends and colleagues in times of need. The DART should be assembled during “blue sky 

periods” so that when the need arises, there will already be a well-trained team established 

and a deployment procedure in place. 

State NFIP Coordinators and ASFPM chapters should already know which members have 

expertise in completing damage assessments. These experienced members should form the 

core of the state DART leadership team and serve as field team leaders. 

CFM or No CFM? 

DART volunteers can include floodplain managers, engineers, emergency managers, 

community emergency response team (CERT) members, and building officials who can assist 

with substantial damage determinations and other activities.  To ensure professionalism and  

Volunteers from the Illinois Rapid 
Assistance Flood Team (RAFT) 
document high water marks and post 
notices on damaged structures. 
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quality control, some states have required 
that all DART members be certified 
floodplain managers (CFMs); however, this 
decision is up to states or chapters.  Past 
deployments have shown that not all DART 
volunteers need to have CFMs or prior 
experience doing damage assessments. 
DARTs with a strong Field Team Leader and 
less experienced members perform 
perfectly well.  DART deployment is the 
perfect opportunity for inexperienced 
members to get a “crash course” in the 
damage assessment process. However, it is 
important that volunteers are well trained, 
and Field Team Leaders are experienced.  

Start a DART!  

Developing a team and starting a DART 
require dedicated leadership and 
coordination. The primary component is an 
individual (or team) committed to the 
process. It involves a variety of 
considerations, which are discussed in this 
manual. Helpful templates to use in team 
development, including a volunteer 
application form and liability release form, 
are found in the appendix of this manual. 
States and chapters are encouraged to 
have the liability release form reviewed and 
approved by their own legal counsel.  

Note: In some states, DART assistance 
must be formally requested through the 
county or parish Emergency Management 
Office.  

States are encouraged to check with the 
state EMA to determine the proper 
protocol.  

 

 

A proactive State Coordinator is essential to any 
strong state floodplain management program since 
they have the greatest awareness of community 
needs and deployment priorities.  

With an engaged State Coordinator, the DART will be 
organized, trained, and able to respond quickly and 
efficiently. For a DART to be effective, the State 
Coordinator and Chapter DART Coordinator must 
work closely together.  

At the chapter level, the State Coordinator will: 

• Encourage formation of a state DART. 
• Help organize and structure the DART. 
• Identify and recruit experienced team 

members. 
• Assist with the DART training program. 
• Notify at-risk communities of DART 

availability. 
• Work with the DART Coordinator to organize 

team logistics.  
• Work with the DART Coordinator and 

impacted community officials to ensure 
successful deployment.  

 
At the state level, the State Coordinator will: 

• Meet with the state EMA Coordinator to 
build an understanding of substantial 
damage requirements. 

• Work with the State EMA Coordinator to 
facilitate DART engagement within the state 
EMA framework. 

• Keep the State EMA Coordinator aware of 
DART deployment and activities. 

 
At the federal level, the State Coordinator will: 

• Ensure that the DART remains fully trained 
and exercised, and operating within a 
uniform process established by ASFPM. 

• Work with the State EMAC Coordinator to 
develop a Mission Ready Package. 

• Coordinate DART request and deployment 
with fellow State Coordinators. 

• Conduct pre-deployment and post-
deployment briefings with DART. 

 

State Coordinator’s 
Pivotal Role in DARTs 
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Action Item Checklist to Start a DART 

Step 1. Identify Interest in a DART 

 Identify a state or chapter leader to spearhead the effort. 
 Contact the State NFIP Coordinator for assistance and involvement in team 

discussions.  
 Identify a core group of state or chapter members with damage assessment 

experience. 
 Discuss the needs and potential benefits of a DART.  
 Consider members from each region of the state. 

 

Step 2. Form an Initial Leadership Team 

 Conduct a meeting with a core group to discuss program guidelines. (Helpful materials 
and templates can be provided by ASFPM.)  

 Discuss DART organization and logistics: 
• What capabilities will the DART have (field inspections, damage assessments, 

substantial damage estimates, high water marks, etc.)?  
• Does the state have specific accreditation requirements for visiting floodplain 

managers or code officials?  
• How many communities in the state will have the potential need for DART 

deployment? 
• Is there a certain impact threshold before the DART will be deployed?  
• Who will decide if the requesting community needs assistance with substantial 

damage determinations?  
• How will DART field teams be organized?  
• Will the DART be voluntary or require reimbursements? 
 

Step 3. Hold Kickoff Session with Members 

 Notify potential members of meeting date, time, and location (such as the annual state 
conference). 

 Develop agenda and presentation materials on how the program will operate. (ASFPM 
can provide a template.) 

 Invite an experienced ASFPM or chapter DART leader to attend meeting and provide 
details. 

 Have basic guidelines and structure of DART developed.  
 Prepare liability waiver forms for potential volunteers. 
 Have DART application materials ready for potential volunteers. 
 Allow for questions and answers. 
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Step 4. Conduct Training  

 Identify skill level of DART members. 
 Determine training needs to educate 

DART volunteers.  
 Coordinate training activities using ASFPM 

resources (see page 16). 
 Provide lessons learned from other 

successful DART programs. 
 

Step 5. Coordinate at the State Level (if 
needed) 

 Conduct meeting with state EMA. 
 Determine the following:  
• Does the state have a Mutual Aid 

Agreement or enabling legislation? 
• Is the DART able to respond (authorized) 

under the State Mutual Aid Agreement? 
• How is coordination with the state EMA is 

accomplished? 
• How does a community request DART assistance in the state framework?  
• Are there state forms or procedures that must be used to request assistance? 
• How does the DART coordinate with the state EMA during emergencies? 
 Identify which other state or local emergency management agencies to contact. 
 Identify support that can be provided by the FEMA Region. 

 

Step 6. Draft a Memorandum of Understanding or Intergovernmental Agreement (if 
needed) 

 Review the ASFPM Memorandum of Understanding template in the appendix of this 
guide. 

 Identify parameters for and any amendments to the agreement. 
 Identify appropriate legal authorities to establish an agreement. 
 Consider legal review. 

 

Step 7. Coordinate at the National (EMAC) Level 

 Identify the state EMAC Coordinator. 
 Set a meeting to explain the need for DART deployment. 
 Develop a Mission-Ready Statement. (ASFPM can provide a template.)  
 Coordinate EMAC training needs and deployment with ASFPM and state EMAC 

Coordinator.  

What about Liability? 

The Federal Volunteer Protection Act (VPA) 
provides protection to nonprofit organizations’ 
volunteers for harm caused by their acts or 
omissions on behalf of the organization or 
entity. This act does not require that an 
emergency declaration be in place for its 
protection to apply.  

In addition, many states Mutual Aid Agreements 
provide immunity to flood and code 
enforcement professionals who volunteer their 
services during the emergency.  

Check your state’s volunteer protection laws! 
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Step 8. Maintain the DART Program 

 Develop a process for annual meetings and training of DART volunteers. 
 Have DART volunteers sign annual liability waivers. 
 Identify possible funding to assist DART (CAP/SSSE, EMA, DRRA). 
 Improve communication tools (such as a website). 
 Coordinate annually with state EMA (if needed).  
 Document successes of the program. 

 
DART Organization  

It is essential that all state or chapter DARTs are organized and operated the same way. This is 
especially true if DART teams from around the nation are deployed after a catastrophic event. 
Consistency and uniformity will be a priority. 

Once state or chapter leaders have decided to establish a DART, a Team Coordinator is 
necessary. The Team Coordinator should be a member with experience in damage 
assessments and post-disaster response. The Team Coordinator is responsible not only for 
logistics, but also for maintaining all records on DART activities and volunteers; this includes: 

Voluntary Agreement to Participate Form (volunteer application) - Each volunteer should 
complete the Voluntary Agreement to Participate (appendix page 46). This form provides the 
necessary background information on the volunteer such as experience level, contact 
information, and licenses. The form also includes emergency contact information. These forms 
should be kept in a binder or file and taken on each deployment by the DART Coordinator.  

Volunteer Waiver Form – Each volunteer should 
also sign the Volunteer Waiver (appendix page 
47). The purpose of this document is to protect 
both the DART and the host community from 
damaging lawsuits. DART members are 
volunteers and assume all risks associated with 
any DART activities. The Voluntary Waiver Form 
also informs the DART member that 
reimbursement is not assumed. The volunteer’s 
supervisor must also sign this form to ensure 
awareness of the risk and an assumption of any 
liability. This form should be updated and 
signed annually.  

Disaster team volunteers in Illinois check maps and organize 
team areas prior to going into the field. 
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Community Request Letter - The 
host or recipient community must 
make an official request for 
assistance. This letter can be based 
on the Request Letter template 
(appendix page 48), or states may 
choose to develop their own 
request application.  In making the 
request for DART assistance, the 
community agrees to indemnify 
and hold harmless the state DART, 
its agents, and any persons who 
participate in the DART activities for 
any actions or inactions during the 
course of the disaster response.  

Furthermore, the requesting 
community agrees and declares 
that any actions taken by the DART 
while providing assistance are to be 
considered duly authorized actions 
of the host community. Should 
larger deployments occur after a 
presidential disaster declaration, 
liability, workman’s compensation, 
and other logistical concerns are 
fully addressed within the EMAC 
process (see Chapter III). 

 

NOTE - Due to the unique nature 
of state mutual aid regulations, 
state liability laws, and state 
volunteer protection laws, ASFPM 
encourages each state or chapter to 

check with legal counsel. Furthermore, some states require all volunteer actions after a 
disaster to be coordinated with the state emergency management agency. States or chapters 
should coordinate closely with their state EMA (see Chapter III).  

 

 

Knowing the flood depth for every impacted structure 
is one of the most important components of a 
substantial damage estimate. High water marks should 
be collected during the flood crest (if safe to obtain) or 
as soon as floodwaters recede. Time is of the essence!  

The high water mark helps the community identify and 
prioritize the most severely impacted areas. Knowing 
the depth of flooding is also one of the most important 
pieces of data when using the Substantial Damage 
Estimator tool.  Recording the high water mark will 
both document your assessment and help defend the 
assessment if challenged.  

Lastly, documenting the high water mark identifies 
changes in flood patterns due to community 
development or climate change impacts. It is a valuable 
piece of data for future flood mapping and risk 
identification.  

High water marks should be photographed and 
documented.  

In addition to high water marks, record all other data: 

• Location/address • GPS coordinates 
• Date of data collection • Person who collected the 

data 
• Identification number • Description of photos 
• Measurement notes • Damage identified 

The SDE Field Worksheet found in the FEMA 
Substantial Damage Desk Reference is a perfect way to 
document findings during the field inspection phase.  

Team Tip: Documenting High Water Marks  
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DART Logistics: A Unified Step-by-Step Process for DART Deployment. 

State DARTs should be administered with consistency both pre- and post-event to ensure a 
seamless operation should national deployment occur after a catastrophic event. The process 
listed below was developed based on the successful operation plans of existing DARTs.  

Pre-Deployment Organization and Outreach  

1. When a disaster is imminent (such as a hurricane or flood), the state or chapter 
DART Coordinator should contact the State NFIP Coordinator to determine needs. 

2. The DART Coordinator and/or State NFIP Coordinator (together or individually) 
should contact impacted local official(s) to explain the DART process and offer 
assistance. The DART Coordinator and Local Floodplain Manager can discuss 
potential needs and logistics.   

3. At this time, the DART Coordinator should also alert DART volunteers to provide 
notice and potential availability.  

4. The DART Coordinator should make sure DART Volunteers have signed the hold-
harmless waiver to participate with the team.  

5. The DART Coordinator and State NFIP Coordinator estimate the number of DART 
volunteers or field teams that may be needed. 

6. The DART Coordinator prepares a preliminary schedule for the volunteers in the 
event of a deployment. 

Pre-Deployment Meeting with the Requesting Community 

1. Communities that have disaster needs beyond their capability or capacity can 
request DART assistance through the DART Coordinator or the State NFIP 
Coordinator.  The DART Coordinator and State NFIP Coordinator should coordinate 
closely on community needs and requests.  

2. The DART Coordinator (or State NFIP Coordinator) determines the extent of 
damage and the estimated number of damage assessments or other assistance 
needed by the requesting community.  

3. The requesting community should be provided with the necessary formal request 
template or application and waiver of liability to sign and return to the DART 
Coordinator.  A fill-in-the blank request template is found in Appendix B. 

4. The requesting community signs and returns the formal request and waiver of 
liability to the DART Coordinator.  
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5. Once the signed request is received, the DART Coordinator should immediately 
start working with the requesting community to establish a deployment date. The 
DART Coordinator and community official should also determine the type(s) of 
assistance (field inspections, high water marks, SDEs, etc.) and specific DART skills 
needed. 

6. The DART Coordinator will then determine the number of DART volunteers and 
number of field teams needed for the deployment. 

7. A deployment meeting location and time for the DART should be established with 
the requesting community. 

8. The requesting community public affairs officer should provide website or media 
notice to community residents and law enforcement regarding the DART 
deployment.  

9. At this time, the DART Coordinator should alert DART volunteers to provide notice 
and determine availability. The DART Coordinator should have a contact list of 
DART volunteers. The DART Coordinator should (again) make sure DART volunteers 
have signed the hold-harmless waiver to participate with the team. All DART 
members should have signed the waiver prior to deployment. Remember, DART 
members are volunteers and can respond based on availability. 

10. The DART Coordinator should also remind DART volunteers to have their field 
equipment (see appendix for equipment list) and laptops (loaded with the SDE) 
available for deployment. In some cases, field assessments equipment will be 
supplied by the DART, preventing use of personal equipment.  

11. It is recommended that the DART Coordinator and/or State NFIP Coordinator travel 
to the host community the day prior to the DART deployment to coordinate 
logistics. This is a critical step. Note that if the damage assessment area is large, 
properties are numerous, or logistics are complicated, the DART Coordinator or 
State NFIP Coordinator may have to arrange for overnight accommodations. 
Lodging costs can be paid by the state chapter or negotiated with the requesting 
community.  

 

 

 
In many states, County Tax Assessors now have online resources with data needed 
for the SDE tool. Information such as square footage, building value, property index 
number, ownership, and building attributes are easily obtained on County Assessor 
websites. When deployed, access to on-line resources or a spreadsheet provided by 
the County Assessor will improve DART efficiency.   
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On the day prior to DART deployment, the DART Coordinator, State NFIP Coordinator, and 
local host should: 

 Make sure local law enforcement and local EMAs are aware of the DART 
deployment. 

 Make introductions to the requesting community’s CEO or administrator. 
 Compile maps and identify areas of focus for each field team. 
 Establish the appropriate number of field teams and assign a Field Team Leader 

for each team.  
 Develop a list of addresses for each field team to inspect. 
 Have the proper number of SDE field datasheets (or tablets) available for each 

field team. 
 Make sure a local host is available to accompany each field team.  
 Obtain a community letter of validation (or ID) for each Field Team Leader. 
 Ensure that data needed to populate the FEMA Substantial Damage Estimator 

tool (square footage, assessed valuations, construction cost references, etc.) is 
available for the team. Note: this could be online access to the Supervisor of 
Assessment website or a spreadsheet from the Assessor.   

 Ensure a cost estimate reference is available for the SDE input (Marshall & Swift, 
Means, or local cost estimate).  

 Confirm the team check-in location, specific assignments, and communication 
instructions.  

 Confirm and inspect the venue for the team to work on SDEs. Make sure there 
are restrooms and access to electricity and Wi-Fi (if needed). 

 Make sure water, food, and any necessary specialized equipment/clothing are 
available for DART members. 

 Determine any special travel arrangements (if needed).   
 

Estimating the time needed for DART Field Teams to complete inspections follows a simple formula: 

Number of Structures X Time for Each Assessment ÷ Staff = Total Hours 

Estimating the time needed to complete assessments using the SDE tool is also simple. Assume a 
team working together has one person reviewing field notes, one person providing cost data, one 
person providing structural data, and one person entering data into the SDE program.  A well-
functioning team can complete a SDE in 10 to 15 minutes 

 

Team Tip: Estimating Time and Team Needs  
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DART Deployment to and Damage Assessments in the Host Community 

1. Upon arriving to the requesting community, the volunteers are under the direction of 
the local floodplain official and the DART Coordinator. 

2. DART Coordinator meets with the local host and DART Field Team Leaders at the 
identified deployment location.  

3. DART field teams are assigned their section of the community and provided with maps 
and field data worksheets. 

4. DART Coordinator conducts pre-inspection briefing with all DART volunteers to explain 
DART expectations (see handout), DART logistics, and timeframe.  

5. DART volunteers should be reminded that contact with residents should be minimal. 
As a rule, volunteers should refer any resident questions to the local host assigned to 
the DART field team.   

6. DART volunteers travel to their assigned work area and walk door-to-door to take 
photos and gather field worksheet data needed for Substantial Damage Estimates.  

7. Upon completion of field work, field teams return to the pre-determined venue to 
perform substantial damage estimates on the structures in their assigned areas. Note: 
in some cases, this step is not needed if digital assessments are done in the field using 
the SDE program. 

8. Each field team should have one experienced SDE entry person, one person to provide 
structural data, one person to provide cost information, and one person to maintain 
damage assessment records. 

9. After completion of SDEs, all SDE results, field inspection sheets, and photo 
documentation are left with the host community and local floodplain manager. 
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Post-Deployment   

1. The DART Coordinator and State NFIP Coordinator should contact the local floodplain 
manager to ensure that damage assessment data is being used and compliance 
actions are occurring.  

2. The State Hazard Mitigation Officer and State NFIP Coordinator should discuss 
mitigation strategies and options with the local floodplain manager.  

3. A list of property owners with active NFIP policies should be provided to the local 
official by the NFIP State Coordinator for potential Increased Cost of Compliance 
coverage.  

4. The State NFIP Coordinator should offer to host a public meeting to explain the 
substantial damage process and mitigation alternatives. 

5. An after-action report should be written by the DART Coordinator and any logistical or 
management issues with the DART should be addressed.  

6. Document any team hours and expenses and process reimbursement paperwork (if 
necessary). 

DART Training  

All state DARTs must have consistent skill levels and operate within the same framework to 
ensure national consistency. For example, DARTs from the pacific NW must operate with the 
same professionalism as DARTs from along the Southeast Gulf Coast, and teams on the Upper 

Photos taken during the DART field inspection phase should follow a uniform process: 

1. Take a photo of the building’s street number or mailbox clearly showing an address number, 
or take a photo with a paper indicating the building address. 

2. Take a photo of the entire building. 
3. Take a photo showing the high water mark with a tape measure noting the flood depth.  
4. Take any addition photos needed to show specific damage identified (foundation failure, 

cracks, damaged utilities, structural damage, etc.). 
5. Repeat this series for each structure 

Team Tip: Photo Documentation  
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Mississippi River must follow the same process as teams on the Lower Mississippi River. Well-
trained teams and a uniform process will ensure national credibility.  

States or chapters are expected to provide uniform training programs for their DARTs. Training 
should be mandatory and occur at the state or chapter level. Training can also be organized 
and conducted by ASFPM. It is suggested that training happens at least annually. This training 
can occur in three ways:  

1) During the state or chapter annual conference,  
2) As a stand-alone state or chapter DART training workshop, or  
3) Through online webinar courses or live training webinars.  

 
ASFPM will develop training materials and assist chapters with training to ensure that all DART 
are trained consistently. Training will focus on understanding: 

• The structure and expectations of DARTs.  
• DART logistics, the DART agreement, and deployment requirements. 
• Substantial damage regulations and requirements. 
• Proficiency using the SDE tool. 
• State emergency response programs and memorandums of understanding.  
• State operational activities (provided by the state EMA). 
• The EMAC. 

Further DART training will be developed on reimbursement programs such as the Disaster 
Recovery Reform Act (DRRA) Section 1206 and other state and federal funding options.  

FEMA Courses 
Currently, two online courses at FEMA’s Emergency Management Institute are available. Both 
courses are strongly recommended for DART volunteers. These two courses along with a 
short course on DART logistics and expectations should form the foundation of DART 
training. These courses may be also taken individually by DART members. Training records 
should be maintained by the chapter DART Coordinator.  

1. Substantial Damage for Floodplain Administrators (IS-0285 Course).  
Course Overview: This training is designed to help DART members understand the 
substantial damage regulations and make accurate substantial damage 
determinations. 

 Course Objectives:  

• Summarize post-flood requirements under the NFIP, 
• Identify the purpose of conducting substantial damage assessments, and 
• Review the substantial damage assessment process for structures. 
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 Prerequisites: None 
 Course Length: four hours  

 2.  Using the Substantial Damage Estimator 3.0 Tool (IS-284.A) 

Course Overview: This course will enable learners to successfully use the Substantial 
Damage Estimator 3.0 tool, including accurately populating the tool, saving individual 
structure and community-wide data, running all reports available in the tool, and 
importing and exporting data. 

 Course Objectives: At the conclusion of this course, participants will be able to: 

• Install and navigate the SDE Tool 3.0. 
• Use the SDE Tool 3.0 to collect, store, manage, and review data from residential 

and non-residential substantial damage assessments. 
• Generate SDE reports or export SDE data in formats appropriate for the 

situation. 

 Prerequisites: None 
 Course Length: three hours  

ASFPM Courses 

In addition to the FEMA EMI courses, ASFPM will develop shorter (one-hour) training courses 
that can be used by states to train their DART teams. These training courses will be placed on 
the ASFPM DARTboard website. States are also encouraged to develop their own DART 
training modules.  

 1. Substantial Damage for DART Volunteers.  

Course Overview: This training is designed to help DART members understand the 
substantial damage regulations, work with residents, and make accurate substantial 
damage determinations. 

 Course Objectives:  

• Summarize local substantial damage requirements after an event.  
• Provide guidance on field inspections and protocols for working with residents. 
• Review the substantial damage assessment process for DART volunteers. 
• Provide a basic summary of mitigation alternatives after an event.  

 Prerequisites: None 
 Course Length: one hour  
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 2.  Using the Substantial Damage Estimator 3.0 Tool for DART Volunteers 

Course Overview: This course will help DART Volunteers attain a basic working 
knowledge of the Substantial Damage Estimator 3.0 tool, including accurately 
populating the tool, saving individual-structure and community-wide data, running all 
reports available in the tool, and importing and exporting data. 

 Course Objectives:  

• Install and navigate the SDE Tool 3.0. 
• Use the SDE Tool 3.0 to collect, store, manage, and review data from residential 

and non-residential substantial damage assessments. 
• Generate SDE reports or export SDE data in formats appropriate for the 

situation. 

 Prerequisites: None 
 Course Length: one hour  

 3. ASFPM DART Logistics and Operation 

Course Overview: This course is designed to help DART leaders and volunteers 
understand the operation and logistics of DART teams. The course will also cover 
ASFPM, DART, and community expectations to ensure a unified and accurate damage 
assessment process. 

 Course Objectives: At the conclusion of this course, participants will be able to: 

• Understand DART logistics at the chapter, state, and national levels.  
• Understand DART deployment and operations. 
• Understand DART, ASFPM, and Requesting Community expectations.  

 Prerequisites: None 
 Course Length: one hour 

 

Tabletop Exercises (TTX) 

Tabletop exercises are a discussion-based exercise in which DART members meet in an 
informal classroom setting to discuss their roles and response during an emergency. A 
facilitator guides participants through a discussion of one or more scenarios. The duration of 
a tabletop exercise depends on the exercise objectives.  
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Typically, tabletop exercises follow a similar process: 

• A review of the DART objectives.  
• An assessment of needs and current capabilities.  
• A review of roles and responsibilities to ensure that everyone is familiar with DART 

expectations.  
 
Use these scenarios as the basis for tabletop exercises. Exercises should be evaluated to 
determine whether objectives were met and to identify opportunities for program 
improvement.  

The state or chapter may organize a tabletop DART exercise annually to assess procedures 
and evaluate operations. The process could involve the entire DART or simply the team 
leaders. The DART may also participate in exercise programs designed and run by local or 
state emergency management authorities as opportunities arise. State EMAs run tabletop 
exercises throughout the year utilizing the Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation 
Program (HSEEP). The DART should incorporate themselves into these exercises as part of the 
assets utilized by the participants.  
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CHAPTER 3 
Coordination with State Mutual Aid Operations: The Middle of the DART Pyramid  

DART and Existing State Response Programs 

The relationship between the DART and the state emergency management agency and 
emergency response system is critical. However, across the nation, state mutual aid programs 
can vary widely.  

To simplify the complicated variety of mutual aid programs, FEMA has developed Mutual Aid 
for Building Department (MABD) fact sheets. The fact sheets provide an overview of mutual 
aid laws and regulations in each state or territory, for response teams to assist with building 
code safety and enforcement after disasters.  

FEMA Mutual Aid Fact Sheets:  

• Describe the intrastate 
mutual aid system (IMAC) 
in each state or territory.  

• Describe how each state 
or territory has 
incorporated the private 
sector into its mutual aid 
response system. 

• Describe legal protections 
for private personnel 
conducting disaster 
response efforts in 
coordination with state, 
territorial, or local 
government officials. 

• Highlight provisions related to private sector architects, engineers, or design 
professionals.  

In some states, responding to a regional or state declared disaster requires the involvement 

of the state EMA and must follow established disaster response guidelines. In these situations, 

DARTs should have a signed memorandum of understanding with the state EMA establishing 

criteria and overall coordination of the DART deployment within the Emergency Support 

https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/documents/fema_mabd-overview-fact-sheet-2021.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/documents/fema_mabd-overview-fact-sheet-2021.pdf
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Function in the Emergency 

Operations Center.  

Some state mutual aid regulations 

have strict criteria for mutual aid 

that requires prior approval or 

proof of liability coverage. Other 

states have mutual aid agreements 

that establish uniform criteria for 

liabilities and reimbursement.  

ASFPM strongly encourages each 

state or chapter to coordinate 

DART activities with the State NFIP 

Coordinator and the appropriate 

State Emergency Response 

Agency. 

In most cases, the logistics and 

field activities of the DART team 

will be identical to the procedures 

established in the prior chapter. 

However, overall coordination and 

response occurs within the State’s 

EMA framework and established 

procedures have been developed 

to work with state and regional 

partners using the National 

Incident Management System 

(NIMS). 

 

The National Incident Management System (NIMS)  

Every state in the nation operates under the National Incident Management System (NIMS), 
which is administered by FEMA and coordinated by states. NIMS provides a consistent 
approach to enable government agencies, the private sector, and nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) to work together to prepare for, prevent, respond to, recover from, and 
mitigate the effects of incidents, regardless of the cause, size, location, or complexity. NIMS 
provides stakeholders with a shared vocabulary and a system to successfully deliver the 

The State of Florida Post Disaster Toolkit includes excellent 
guidance on mutual aid agreements and the process for 
communities to request assistance through an established state 
mutual aid program (Source: FL Post Disaster Toolkit). 

https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/fema_nims_doctrine-2017.pdf
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needed capabilities.  NIMS defines how personnel work together during incidents (source: 
FEMA NIMS website). 

Under NIMS, local jurisdictions in every state retain control and other authority over response 
activities for their jurisdiction. Local jurisdictions have flexibility to adjust the scale and scope 
of their response to the emergency. However, coordination with the state EMA and the NIMS 
framework will avoid any confusion or conflict if the State DART is responding to an event. 
This preparation and coordination are often accomplished by using mutual aid agreements. 

 

Authority for Mutual Aid 

Nearly all states have established intrastate mutual aid laws allowing political subdivisions 
within the state to exchange resources during floods or other events. However, state-enabling 
laws differ widely. Police and fire mutual aid agreements are common, but mutual aid 
agreements can also be used to share a variety of personnel, equipment, supplies, and 
services. For example, if allowed by state-enabling legislation, cities can share Certified 
Floodplain Managers, licensed wastewater operators, building inspectors, administrative and 
public works personnel, and public works equipment. Most state agreements give cities 
considerable flexibility to deliver services during an emergency. Agreements can also exist 
between all levels of government, NGOs, and the private sector. DARTs need to ensure that 
their state’s mutual aid agreements allow for these other resources and are not limited to 
strictly emergency response personnel or municipal employees.  

Several states have statewide mutual aid legislation that “automatically” authorizes political 
subdivisions to provide emergency aid and assistance for all needs in the event of a disaster. 
Other states have more descriptive legislation that provides clear requirements for mutual aid.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The states of Florida and Louisiana disaster response teams both operate under existing 
state mutual aid frameworks. Both teams use a structured process for communities to 
formally request DART assistance through the County or Parish EMA. The County or Parish 
EMA then coordinates the deployment through the state EMA.  
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In every case, understanding your state’s mutual aid agreement will help circumvent any 
confusion. The mutual aid agreement provides the essential framework for how assistance will 
be provided, outlines response procedures, and addresses issues of insurance and liability. 

Depending on the type of Mutual Aid Agreement, a state legislature may have to formally 
approve a DART’s participation. State law or regulation may also establish the legal 
requirements that govern the creation and operation of aid and assistance agreements in the 
state. These state-specific requirements can affect intrastate agreements between 
communities as well as agreements between the states.  

 
State Mutual Aid Legislation  

Typically, state mutual aid programs fall into one of three broad categories: 

Opt-out programs. The state creates a mutual aid program that automatically enrolls 
communities unless the community specifically chooses not to participate. No additional 
agreement is required. This is the strongest form of an IMAC system. 

Opt-in programs. The state creates a mutual aid program but allows communities to 
individually choose whether to participate. In this situation, the community typically requests 
emergency response assistance from another community in the state. Often, individual 
agreements must be signed. 

Individual Contracts. Some states have neither an opt-in or opt-out program. In these cases, 
individual jurisdictions enter into mutual aid agreements with each other, typically in the form 
of a Memorandum of Agreement or Memorandum of Understanding. This process can often 
result in confusing variations among communities and agreements.  

Lastly, some states have no known intrastate mutual aid program, (see graphic below).  

 

 

 

 

Sources: National Building Code Adoption Tracking Portal.  FEMA BCAT 

https://geo.stantec.com/National_BCAT_Portal/
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/risk-management/building-science/bcat
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The National Building Code 
Adoption Tracking portal (noted 
above) includes layers for Mutual 
Aid and IMAC or EMAC.  

Specific information on mutual aid 
laws and regulations in each state 
or territory are available either by 
clicking on a state to review a 
summary index or by referring to 
each state’s MABD Fact Sheet.  

These sheets provide an excellent 
overview of each state and can be 
used to help DARTs understand 
their roles in the larger state 
mutual aid program.  

 

Mutual Aid Agreements 

When a jurisdiction does not have enough resources to respond to an incident, it may request 
resources from another jurisdiction through a mutual aid agreement. The agreements can 
occur at multiple levels of government: between state and local agencies, between a state 
and localities in the state, between two or more states, between states and tribes, or even 
internationally (such as between U.S. and Canadian communities).  

Mutual aid agreements facilitate the rapid sharing of personnel, equipment, and supplies 
before, during, and after an emergency. The agreements establish clear protocols for 
requesting and providing assistance as well as the procedures for reimbursement and 
compensation in advance. The agreement eliminates or lessens the need to re-negotiate 
these issues with each new event. Formalized, pre-event aid agreements can also expedite 
FEMA reimbursement for services, equipment, and supplies delivered via mutual aid. 

The agreements can range from formal compacts adopted into statute by a state’s legislature 
to informal memorandums of understanding that outline how governmental and private 
resources will provide aid within a specific community. These agreements should be written 
(rather than verbal).  

However, each state operates differently. There are a wide variety of legislative requirements 
and allowances pertaining to mutual aid. A summary table showing each state’s unique 
mutual aid allowances is found in the appendix of this guide (see appendix B, page 50). DART 
activities should be coordinated with the state EMA to ensure deployments occur smoothly.  
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Private Sector Teams 

Unless authorized or validated by state 
EMAs, the DARTs that are administered 
by state floodplain association chapters 
will likely be considered private sector 
volunteers.  Historically, many state 
mutual aid laws and regulations generally 
did not consider private sector resources. 
However, many states now recognize the 
need for more private sector inclusion. 
Some states legislate liability protections 
and reimbursement criteria for private 
sector resources. Other states designate 
certain private personnel as government 
agents/employees within mutual aid 
compacts. The FEMA Mutual Aid Fact 
Sheets are a good place to start when 
exploring your own state legislation. They 
provide summaries of selected liability 
protections and other laws and 
regulations. After reviewing the FEMA 
Mutual Aid Fact Sheets, a meeting should 
be conducted with the state EMA, and a 
mutual aid agreement or memorandum 
of understanding should be considered. A sample Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is 
included in this playbook. 

For interstate deployment among states via the national EMAC, private sector resources 
would first have to be recognized as state resources. The EMAC website provides a wealth of 
information regarding state experiences, capabilities, and concerns in deploying private sector 
and volunteer resources.  See Chapter 4 for information on the EMAC process. 

 

Types of Mutual Aid Agreements 

There are several types of mutual aid agreements. DARTs may need to establish different 
types of agreements with different partners to ensure they are able to access sufficient 
resources to meet anticipated needs. Most common in-state mutual aid agreements fall 
under two broad categories: 

 

Intrastate and Interstate Mutual Aid Programs  
 
An Intrastate Mutual Aid Compact (IMAC) is a 
mutual aid agreement or system in which political 
subdivisions within a state or territory agree to 
share their resources during emergencies. An IMAC, 
unlike EMAC, exists in many different forms 
throughout the country, and not all areas have one.  
 
The Emergency Management Assistance Compact 
(the Compact, or EMAC) is an interstate mutual aid 
agreement which all 50 states, the District of 
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Commonwealth 
of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands have passed. The Compact establishes a 
mutual aid system allowing participating 
jurisdictions to share personnel during emergencies, 
and allowing them to give and receive liability 
protections and reimbursements for those shared 
personnel. 
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Local Aid Agreements: Local agreements permit the automatic dispatch and 
response of requested resources without incident-specific approvals or 
consideration of entity boundaries. These agreements are usually basic contracts 
between neighboring communities and are used under emergency conditions 
when needed to save lives, prevent human suffering, or mitigate property damage 
during or following an event. Police and fire are the most common. 

Intrastate Aid Agreement: An intrastate mutual aid agreement provides the 
mechanism for units within a state to share resources with one another during a 
disaster. The agreement allows them to work as a team when disasters are beyond 
local capabilities. Such agreements require the state legislature to enact laws to 
provide mechanisms allowing communities to join the agreement. Many of the 
administrative, logistical, financial, and legal issues are resolved by the agreement 
in advance of an event.  

 

Considerations in a Mutual Aid Agreement 

Many states have developed mutual aid agreements or templates to use. While an 
established mutual aid agreement like EMAC or a state model aid agreement may require the 
inclusion of specific language, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security has identified 
through NIMS several important elements that should be included in any agreement: 

• Definitions of key terms.  

• Command structure. The personnel providing assistance (such as DARTs) typically act 
under the command of the requesting unit’s officer in charge at the scene.  

• Workers’ compensation. This provision helps eliminate conflicts between governmental 
units for injuries to each other’s employees. In addition, each DART member’s 
employer should also retain the responsibility for workers’ compensation benefits and 
any injuries that occur in mutual aid situations. However, by waiving the right to 
recover any damages from the other governmental units to the mutual aid agreement, 
the parties avoid spending time and money suing one another.  

• Procedures for requesting and providing aid. FEMA grant requirements are clear that 
mutual aid can only be reimbursed when officially requested. The agreement should 
spell out the process for requesting aid.  

• Equipment. It is simpler for each party to be responsible for any damage to or loss of 
its own equipment. Even if another party causes damage to another party’s equipment, 
with this waiver, the parties agree that they will not sue other parties for that loss. The 
agreement eliminates conflicts between the DART and local governments, potentially 
saving time and money. 
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• Payment, reimbursement, and allocation of costs. As a rule, local governments do not 
charge each other for services in small-scale mutual aid situations. However, the 
provisions in many mutual aid agreements allow for charges after eight hours of 
assistance is provided. This is to comply with a FEMA policy that local governments 
have a written agreement providing for reimbursement to a responding party. Without 
this agreement, FEMA will not reimburse for these costs. The policy allows short-term 
assistance to be given for no charge, but it can be negotiated by the parties. 

• Liability and immunity. This provision states that a responding party (such as a DART) 
will be an employee of the requesting party for liability purposes. This method ensures 
that there is only one liability limit at stake. Many state laws establish a similar method 
for mutual aid when there is no agreement to provide assistance. Some cities may not 
like the idea of taking on a responder’s negligence. Therefore, it is important for cities 
to discuss these concerns. Uniform DART training and professionalism should minimize 
this concern.  

o Roles and responsibilities of individual parties.  

o Relationship to other agreements. 

o Recognition of licenses and certifications. 

o Sharing agreements. 

o Provisions to update and terminate the agreement. 

Again, DARTs should review their state’s mutual aid legislation, coordinate with the state 
EMA, and, if needed, develop a Memorandum of Understanding that compliments existing 
state law (see the Memorandum of Understanding section in this chapter).  

 

Mutual Aid Agreements and Reimbursement 

To meet federal grant requirements and qualify for reimbursement, specific requirements 
must be met. Only the entity requesting mutual aid is eligible to apply for grant assistance 
directly from FEMA.  

FEMA will reimburse mutual aid costs if all of the following conditions are met: 

• The aid is officially requested (i.e., no spontaneous responders). FEMA will not 
reimburse costs incurred by entities that "self-deploy" (deploy without a request for 
mutual aid assistance by a Requesting Entity). 

• The assistance requested is directly related to a presidentially declared disaster. 

• The work occurred under a signed, written mutual aid agreement. This policy applies to 
all forms of mutual aid assistance, including agreements between requesting and 
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providing entities, statewide mutual aid agreements, and the mutual aid services 
provided under the EMAC. The aid agreement must apply in all situations, not only to 
events that trigger a federal Stafford Act emergency/disaster declaration or that are 
eligible for federal aid. 

• The reimbursement is requested for the performance of eligible work (such as those 
activities allowed under DRRA Section 1206).  

• The cost is reasonable.  

On rare occasions, FEMA will reimburse for verbal aid agreements, but these must be 
documented in writing post-event and signed by an official of each entity. 

Pre-Event Written Mutual Aid Agreements.  

FEMA encourages parties to have written mutual aid agreements in place prior to a declared 
disaster. FEMA has provided recommendations and guidance on what should be included in 
pre-event mutual aid agreements. These include:  

• When a pre-event written agreement exists between a requesting entity and a 
providing entity, the providing entity may be reimbursed through the requesting 
entity.  

• The requesting entity should claim the eligible costs of the providing entity, pursuant 
to the terms and conditions of the mutual aid agreement and the requirements of 
FEMA policy on the subgrant application.  

• The requesting entity must agree to disburse the federal share of funds to the 
providing entity. 

• When a statewide pre-event mutual aid agreement exists that designates the state as 
responsible for administering the reimbursement of mutual aid costs, a providing 
entity may apply, with the prior consent of the requesting entity, for reimbursement 
directly to the grantee, in accordance with applicable state law and procedure. In such 
cases, the providing entity should obtain from the requesting entity all of the 
certification required for the reimbursement request (see Chapter 5).  

• FEMA encourages parties to address the subject of reimbursement in their written 
mutual aid agreements. FEMA will honor the reimbursement provisions in a pre-event 
agreement to the extent that they meet the requirements of this policy.  

• When a pre-event agreement provides for reimbursement, but also provides for an 
initial period of unpaid assistance, FEMA will pay the eligible costs of assistance after 
such initial unpaid period.  

• When a pre-event agreement specifies that no reimbursement will be provided for 
mutual aid assistance, FEMA will not pay for the costs of assistance.  
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Post-Event Mutual Aid Agreements.  

In some cases, the requesting and providing entities may not have a written agreement or 
have an agreement that is silent on reimbursement. In these cases, the entities may verbally 
agree on the resources to be provided and on the terms, conditions, and costs of such 
assistance. However, prior to funding, the requesting entity must:  

1. Document the verbal agreement in writing,  

2. Have it executed by an official of each the requesting and providing entities with the 
authority to request and provide assistance, and 

3. Submit it to FEMA within 30 days. 

Note: See Chapter 5 for more details on federal reimbursement criteria. 

 

Model Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)  

A Memorandum of Understanding ties the DART operation to the existing state mutual aid 
framework. A MOU also provides additional protections to the DART. State mutual aid 
agreements provide a system to address liability, workers’ compensation, and equipment 
damage in mutual aid situations.  The Memorandum of Understanding simply ensures 
compliance with, and protection under the state’s Mutual Aid Agreement.  

ASFPM has provided a sample MOU (in appendix B) for DARTs to use when coordinating with 
state EMAs and operating under a state Mutual Aid Agreement.  

However, creating a single MOU for all states is virtually impossible given the extensive 
differences between state Mutual Aid Agreements. Each state has different enabling 
legislation and liability legislation. State law or regulation may also establish legal 
requirements that govern the creation and operation of aid and assistance agreements in the 
state generally. These state-specific requirements can affect intrastate agreements between 
localities and other parties, as well as interstate agreements between the state and other 
parties. The details of a Memorandum of Understanding must be developed by each DART 
using the appropriate state law references. Chapters should consult with applicable legal 
authorities before entering into a mutual aid agreement.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC): The Top of the 
DART Pyramid 

EMAC is a state-to-state mutual aid agreement 
and is the cornerstone of the nation's mutual aid 
system. EMAC enables the sharing of resources 
(services, personnel, equipment, and 
commodities) across state lines during times of 
emergency and disaster. Use of EMAC does not require a presidential declaration. In this way, 
it differs from Federal Disaster Assistance and Federal Contractor Assistance, which require a 
federally declared disaster to activate assistance.  

EMAC was signed into law in 1996; all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and two U.S. 
territories participate in it. The Compact is administered by the National Emergency 
Management Association (NEMA), which provides the day-to-day support and technical 
backbone for EMAC education.  

The strength of EMAC lies in its relationship with federal agencies, national organizations, 
states, counties, territories, and regions; the willingness of state and response and recovery 
personnel to deploy; and the ability to move any resource one state wishes to deploy to assist 
another state.  

EMAC's procedures are intended to help states move quickly to get assistance. Under EMAC, 
requests are made by the affected state’s EMA on behalf of their governor. Affected states 
can choose resource support from states, the federal government, or both, depending on the 
size of the disaster event.  

EMAC’s enacted legislation deals with the issues of liability and responsibilities of cost for 
deployed state resources. Once the conditions for providing assistance to a requesting state 
have been set, the terms constitute a legally binding contractual agreement that makes the 
requesting states responsible for reimbursement. Responding states can know that sending 
aid will not be a financial or legal burden, and personnel who are deployed are protected 
under workers’ compensation and liability provisions. Legislation allows for individual 
certificates and credentials to be honored across state lines. Contact your state EMA for more 
details. 

With revisions to the DRRA, ASFPM and states are now better equipped and positioned to 
support national EMAC efforts and to be the coordinating entity for facilitating post-flood 
floodplain management requirements nationwide. ASFPM has the knowledge and experience 
to lead in tasks associated with this initiative, including mobilizing volunteers, producing 
Mission Ready Packages (MRPs), developing training, working with states and ASFPM 
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Chapters to create cadres of volunteers, and providing other resources for those deployed. 
While this would be a major new role and organizational direction for ASFPM, it is one that 
squarely fits within ASFPM’s mission and focus. This effort would apply both intrastate 
support for small to medium state events as well as interstate support for events of national 
significance. 

 

Can DARTs Deploy under EMAC? 

EMAC is primarily targeted towards state assets (agents of the state). However, EMAC does 
allow resource providers to come from state and local agencies, the private sector, 
professional organizations, volunteer organizations, and tribes. 

If the state or chapter DART is not an “official” state asset, your state may have enabled 
legislation that makes the DART a temporary agent of the state. This way, the DART can 
legally deploy to another state under EMAC.  In these situations, the “state asset” may be 
defined in several ways: 

• State Intrastate Mutual Aid Agreement, 
• State Legislation, 
• Memorandum of Agreement/Understanding between the DART and the state EMA, 
• Contract, or 
• Governor’s Executive Order. 

 
Lastly (and most importantly) ASFPM must ensure that the DART considered under EMAC is 
trained, experienced, and exercised prior to an EMAC deployment. Success of this program 
relies on state DARTs following a uniform, consistent organization and administrative process. 
Damage assessment teams from each state must operate the same way and have similar skill 
levels.    

 
What is a Mission Ready Package?  

A Mission Ready Package, or MRP, is everything needed to conduct a mission (personnel, 
equipment, commodities, travel, lodging, meals and more) identified in a single file with their 
associated costs. A well-prepared MRP reduces the time from request to deployment.  The 
expectations, skill levels, and reimbursement process are all spelled out clearly to the 
requesting community. The jurisdiction requesting assistance will know how the DART can 
help, where the DART is located, and how much it will cost. MRPs are developed by resource 
providers (agencies that have resources that can deploy on a mission) and coordinated with 
state EMAs.  
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Mission Ready Packages are built in the Mutual Aid Support System (MASS), which is a GIS-
based inventory of MRPs. Resource providers can develop and maintain their MRP in MASS, 
and the state EMAC Coordinator can use MASS to find needed resources.  

EMAC has developed a series of training modules to provide further guidance at 
www.emacweb.org. 

ASFPM is a member of the NEMA and maintains a close professional relationship with NEMA 
counterparts. ASPFM will work with NEMA to provide a voice in the EMAC Council, develop 
an understanding of DART organization, and coordinate DART recognition under EMAC.   

ASFPM will also develop a model or template Mission Ready Package to help individual state 
or chapter DARTs get entered into the EMAC system. This will ensure that deployments 
between states can occur when needed.  

 

The EMAC Five Step Process  

Step 1. Pre-Event Preparation  

To ensure successful EMAC implementation within states, state EMAs and resource providers 
from all jurisdictions (state, county, local, or private sector) have a responsibility to engage in 
pre-event preparation before an emergency or disaster occurs. 

This includes: 

• Working with state emergency management agency to develop in-state EMAC 
procedures. 

• Incorporating lessons learned from past deployments. 

• Matching resources to NIMS Tier 1 Criteria. 

• Developing Mission Ready Packages (with cost estimates). 

• Training and exercising personnel. 

Step 2. Activation 

When local resources are exhausted, requests for assistance are sent to the state emergency 
management agency. The state EMA identifies the need and seeks resources from intrastate 
mutual aid, the federal government, the private sector, volunteers, or EMAC. 
 
That state’s governor will declare an emergency or disaster, authorizing funds to be expended 
for response and recovery, and activating EMAC. 

 

http://www.emacweb.org/
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Step 3. Request and Offer  

When a disaster occurs, certain steps must take place with EMAC:  

1. Local community contact the state EMA and make an interstate mutual aid request. 

2. Authorized state EMA representative activates an EMAC request.  

3. EMAC determines the state’s needs (personnel, equipment, services, etc.) and contacts 
EMAC member states to locate the requested resource, starting with the closest states 
(based on time/distance). 

4. The requesting and assisting state emergency management agencies complete the 
EMAC Request for Assistance form for accepted offers of assistance.  

5. The completed Request for Assistance form constitutes a legally binding agreement 
between the two states. 
 

Step 4. Response 

Once the Request for Assistance form is completed and agreed upon, the assisting state’s 
resources prepare to mobilize. This involves three stages: 

1. Mobilization stage - Personnel from assisting state prepare to leave and support 
requesting state. 

2. Deployment stage – The personnel perform mission or render service in requesting 
state. 

3. Demobilization stage - Mission or service is completed, and deployed personnel 
prepare to return to home state. 

It is critically important that deploying personnel receive a pre-deployment briefing, receive 
an EMAC Mission Order Authorization form prior to their deployment, are educated on 
EMAC, understand their responsibilities in tracking mission expenses and maintaining 
documentation, and maintain contact with the assisting state EMA while on their deployment. 
For the DART, much of this EMAC paperwork happens “behind the scenes” and between the 
two states’ EMAC Coordinators.  
 
Due to the nature of the situation, deployed personnel will likely encounter difficult living and 
working circumstances, limited communications, traumatized residents and coworkers, long 
working hours, primitive field conditions, and other difficult situations. 
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Step 5. Reimbursement 

Deployed personnel, resource providers, assisting and requesting states share the 
responsibility for the timely processing of reimbursements. Reimbursement starts with 
deployed personnel and resource providers submitting a reimbursement package to the 
assisting state.  The assisting states audit reimbursement packages that are sent to requesting 
states who, upon completing an audit and resolving any outstanding issues, issue payment 
back to the assisting state. 
 
Notes: A state’s obligation to pay EMAC reimbursements is not contingent upon the receipt 
of federal funds. The EMAC Request for Assistance Form (REQ-A) is the legally binding 
agreement completed for every EMAC mission. The REQ-A is based upon estimated costs. 
Reimbursement costs should mirror, but will not exactly match, the REQ-A. 

 

(Source: EMACweb.org) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://emacweb.org/
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CHAPTER 5 

DART Funding and Reimbursement 

 
Funding to Establish or Manage a DART 

At the chapter or state level (base of the DART pyramid), 
the work to establish and administer a DART is typically 
done by a chapter leader or chapter team. The work to 
establish a DART is not overwhelming and typically does 
not involve compensation or payment.   

If the NFIP State Coordinator is involved in the process, 
the State Coordinator’s time and the supplies/materials 
needed to develop a state DART are eligible items for 
FEMA funding. However, this funding is strictly limited to 
state staff who are authorized and funded by the 
Community Assistance Program.   

 

FEMA Community Assistance Program – State Support 
Services Element (CAP-SSSE)  

The Community Assistance Program - State Support 
Services Element, commonly referred to as “CAP,” is a 
grant to help states identify, prevent, and resolve 
floodplain management issues in participating 
communities before a flood event even occurs. In this way, 
CAP helps to:  

• Ensure that the flood loss reduction goals of the 
NFIP are met,  

• Build state and community expertise and capability, 
and  

• Leverage state knowledge and expertise in working 
with communities. 

 
Historically, CAP has funded activities that build state and local floodplain management 
capabilities. This includes planning, outreach, training, and community assistance visits. 
Disaster response, substantial damage determinations, and post-disaster compliance are also 
fundable activities under CAP.  

The Illinois and Louisiana teams 
have used FEMA/CAP funding 
to purchase substantial damage 
door hangers and notifications 
for the DARTs to use in the field  
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In recent years, FEMA has encouraged states to apply for additional CAP “competitive funds” 
to address unique state needs or special projects.  FEMA recognizes the importance of 
substantial damage determinations after a disaster, and this task has become a priority. FEMA 
is also aware of the need to improve the process in some parts of the nation. FEMA has 
indicated that the formation of disaster response teams and state substantial damage plans 
are priorities. These activities can be funded under CAP competitive funds.  

Under the CAP-SSSE program, the NFIP State Coordinators from Louisiana, Illinois, and 
Oklahoma have received funding for response team development, equipment and education 
needs including workshops and training, a drone, field tablets for data collection, field 
assessment gear, moisture meters, and outreach materials.  

 

DART Operational Reimbursement  

DART reimbursement is an evolving process with several potential sources of assistance. 
These funding sources will vary based on the level of deployment (interstate vs. intrastate).  

Smaller Local Events - In many cases, especially at the local or state level, the DART operates 
by volunteer assistance, and reimbursement is not an overriding concern. Some state mutual 
aid laws specifically exempt reimbursement for assistance under a certain time period (such as 
eight hours). In these small-scale events, DART members are often volunteers travelling on a 
work-day basis only. Reimbursement for hours, per diem, or overnight lodging are often not a 
concern. Likewise, there is no cost to the host community for meals or other travel expenses.  
However, in some cases, host communities have provided lunch for the volunteers during 
one-day deployments.  

State or Regional Events - In some instances, especially for larger state or regional events, 
operational costs may be necessary. In these situations, a mutual aid agreement should be in 
place and expenses should be coordinated with the host community. The DART Coordinator 
and local official can resolve these issues based on specific community needs. In addition, the 
requesting community could be reimbursed for DART expenses under Section 1206 of the 
Disaster Recovery Reform Act. 

With DART deployments organized under the state EMA, reimbursement protocols are often 
spelled out in the state’s mutual aid agreement. These mutual aid agreements differ widely 
between states. The prior chapter explained the variety of mutual aid agreements and 
provided guidance on developing a mutual aid agreement with the state EMA.  

Note: Many of the federal reimbursement options require a presidential disaster declaration.  

Larger Catastrophic Events - With larger federal or catastrophic level deployments, funding 
will likely be necessary. This process is an established program administered by existing EMAC 
protocols. Every state has an EMAC officer, and the state EMA coordinates EMAC 
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deployments and the reimbursement process.  The reimbursement procedures are spelled out 
in the EMAC agreement.  The prior chapter goes into greater detail on the EMAC process.  

DARTs are encouraged to coordinate with local and state recovery offices for the best 
outcome.  

Potential Funding Sources and Reimbursement 

• Intrastate Mutual Aid Compacts (IMAC)  

• Disaster Recovery Reform Act (DRRA) Section 1206 

• Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC). See prior Chapter on EMAC 
reimbursement. 

 

Intrastate Mutual Aid Compact (IMAC) and Emergency Management Assistance 
Compact (EMAC) 

Several states have developed in-state mutual aid compacts. An IMAC allows all political 
subdivisions within the state to efficiently exchange resources during emergency events, 
reimburse expenses, and allocate liability and compensation obligations. Statewide/intrastate 
mutual aid agreements are usually coordinated through the state emergency management 
agency and incorporate both state and local governmental and nongovernmental resources 
to increase preparedness statewide. This approach can help reduce the number of local and 
jurisdiction-to-jurisdiction mutual aid agreements.  

In many states, all political subdivisions are automatically part of IMAC through actions of the 
state’s legislative body, executive office, or both. The definition of political subdivisions may 
be broad or specific depending on the legislation, but usually includes counties, municipal 
corporations, villages, and townships as well as less traditional political divisions such as port 
authorities, local health districts, joint fire districts, and state institutions of higher education. 
The assistance may be provided in the form of personnel, equipment, materials, and other 
associated services, as necessary. Through the agreement and enacting legislation, political 
subdivisions are authorized to enter into mutual aid agreements with other political 
subdivisions within the state before, during, or after a disaster. These agreements can be 
reached with or without a governor’s declaration of emergency if allowed by the enacting 
legislation. 

Many states have their own intrastate mutual aid agreements. In these states, some state 
chapters have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the state EMA. See Chapter III of 
this guide for more information on IMAC operations and reimbursement thought state 
mutual aid agreements or memorandums of understanding.  
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Disaster Recovery Reform Act (DRRA) Section 1206  

The Disaster Recovery Reform Act of 2018, Section 1206 (DRRA-1206) allows state, local, 
tribal, and territorial governments to get reimbursed for certain activities associated with 
floodplain ordinance administration after a declared Federal disaster. Communities with a 
federal declaration and Category G (permanent work) are eligible for Section 1206 
reimbursement.  

Under DRRA Section 1206, affected communities can deploy trained professionals capable of 
assisting with various post-disaster recovery tasks, including assistance to: conduct building 
safety evaluations and substantial damage determinations, review disaster-related 
development in the floodplain and applications for permits, and issue permits to adequately 
administer and enforce adopted building codes and floodplain ordinances. After a disaster, 
requesting communities can seek out trained and certified mutual aid responder teams of 
building inspectors, building code officials, and floodplain managers through intrastate or 
interstate mutual aid, via the EMAC or state equivalent. The costs of these mutual aid services 
incurred by the affected community may be reimbursable through DRRA-1206. 

The reimbursement process is administered through FEMA Public Assistance Grants, which, 
again, only become available after a declared federal disaster. Eligible work may include: 
 

Building Code Administration:  

• Coordinate administration and enforcement of floodplain ordinances. 

• Inform property owners of compliance requirements.  

• Conduct inventory of structures. 

• Purchase of additional supplies/equipment, cost of EMAC/mutual aid, ordinance 
enforcement. 

 

Code Enforcement:  

• Conduct initial field surveys to determine extent of damage. 

 

Floodplain Management Ordinance Administration and Enforcement:   

• Hire and train staff to conduct eligible activities. 

• Contract for services.  

• Provide training and public outreach. 
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Substantial Damage Determinations 

• Inventory structures, inform property owners, and ensure compliance. 

• Prepare cost information and data needed for damage assessments. 

• Enter data into the Substantial Damage Estimator. 

• Track cumulative substantial damage.  

• Review substantial damage appeals. 

 

Ineligible activities include: 

• Non-disaster related development. 

• Updating community’s laws, rules, procedures, or requirements. 

• Adopting new or updating current building codes or ordinances. 

• Adopting or updating zoning laws and requirements.  

• Developing new land use plans or requirements. 

ASFPM and FEMA will develop guidance and training for states, chapters, and communities to 
take advantage of DRRA grants to support DART activities.  

 

Reimbursement of Mutual Aid Costs 

Both the requesting entity (the jurisdiction) and the providing entity (the DART) must keep 
detailed records of the services requested and provided. Detailed records of those services 
must be part of the supporting documentation for a reimbursement request. A request for 
reimbursement of mutual aid costs must include: 

1. A copy of the mutual aid agreement between the requesting and providing entities.  
2. A written and signed certification by the requesting entity certifying: 

a. The types and extent of mutual aid assistance requested and received in the 
performance of eligible emergency work; and  

b. The labor and equipment rates used to determine the mutual aid cost 
reimbursement request.  

3. FEMA will not reimburse the value of volunteer labor or the value of paid labor that is 
provided at no cost to the applicant. However:  

a. To the extent the providing entity is staffed with volunteer labor, the value of 
the volunteer labor  may be credited to the non-federal cost share of the 
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requesting entity's emergency work (see the  provisions of Disaster Assistance 
Policy #9525.2, Donated Resources).  

b. If a mutual aid agreement provides for an initial period of unpaid assistance or 
provides for assistance at no cost to the requesting entity, the value of the 
assistance provided at no cost to the requesting entity may be credited to the 
non-federal cost share of the requesting entity's emergency work (see the 
provisions of Disaster Assistance Policy #9525.2. Donated Resources). 
 

4. Reimbursement for work beyond emergency assistance, such as permanent repairs, is 
not eligible for mutual aid assistance.  

 
5. For Public Assistance (PA) only: reimbursement for equipment provided to a requesting 

entity will be based on FEMA equipment rates, approved state rates, or, in the absence 
of such standard rates, on rates deemed reasonable by FEMA.  

Some states have a statewide mutual aid agreement that designates the state as being 
responsible for reimbursing mutual aid costs. In these states, the providing entity may request 
funding directly from the state, with prior consent of the requesting entity, in accordance with 
applicable state laws and procedures. If the requesting entity and the state approve the 
request and the state pays the providing entity, FEMA provides PA funding to the state. The 
requesting entity or state, if applicable, must provide a description of the services requested 
and received, along with documentation of associated costs (e.g., labor, equipment, supplies, 
or materials) to FEMA in support of a request for PA funding. 

 

Documenting Volunteer Hours for PA Cost Share 

With any funding source, documentation is the key to a smooth funding or reimbursement 
process.   

With federal funding or reimbursement, documentation is critical. All eligible expenses – 
certifiable timesheets with fringe benefits, documentation for equipment use, allowable hotel 
and per diem costs – must be clearly submitted with the PA worksheets.  

Hours incurred should be logged on a FEMA Activity Log (see Form ICS 214, pictured below). 
This documentation is typically done by the DART Coordinator. Once the ICS 214 is 
completed by the DART Coordinator, the form is provided to the local official from the 
requesting community responsible for coordinating public assistance reimbursement. This 
local official will then act as the liaison with the FEMA Public Asistance Officer, who will 
process the cost share claim.  
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The PA cost share contribution can be used 
towards DRRA 1206 activities for floodplain 
management and/or building code 
administration, and enforcement or other PA 
activities such as debris removal or public 
infrastucture work.  

Applications for reimbursement and all 
supporting documentation must be submitted 
through the PA Grants Portal. Supporting 
documentation includes: 

• The mutual aid agreement, 

• Work completed, 

• Costs incurred, 

• Location of work, 

• Validation of resource requests or intrastate/interstate mutual aid agreement (see 
appendix B). 

For this process to work smoothly, the community floodplain manager, the local official 
processing the public assistance documentation, and the state EMA must work closely 
together. State mutual aid legislation must be understood prior to requesting public 
assistance reimbursement. This is especially true when documenting volunteer resources.  
Pre-event coordination with the state EMA is essential.  

 

What Should DARTs Do Next?  

1. Identify any statutory and regulatory provisions that govern the creation and operation 
of mutual aid in your state. 

2. Identify the various agreements through which the state and its agencies can receive 
or provide aid. 

3. Identify any gaps in emergency response capacity that may be addressed through 
agreements. 

4. Understand the legal requirements contained in the agreements and the legal 
processes through which they are operationalized. 

5. Understand how agreements are operationalized by agencies and programs in your 
state, including the circumstances under which an EOC will be activated. 
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Sources: 

FEMA. “Mutual Aid Agreements for Public Assistance and Fire Management 
Assistance” (Disaster Assistance Policy 9523.6). August 13, 2007.   

FEMA “Public Assistance Program and Policy Guide” (FP104-009-2). Version 4, June 
1, 2020. 

Emergency Management Assistance Compact, Articles of Agreement. Available at 
www.emacweb.org. 

Association of State and Territorial Health Officials. Mutual Aid and Assistance 
Agreements Fact Sheet. May 2013 
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APPENDIX A 

EXPECTATIONS 

Association of State Floodplain Managers 

1. Establishes a basic uniform framework for the development of state disaster response teams. 

2. Provides playbook, templates, and guidance materials to assist state disaster response teams. 

3. Develops training materials and website for state chapters DART coordination. 

4. Partners with NEMA and EMAC to establish Mission Ready Packages for EMAC deployments. 

5. Coordinates interstate DART response activities. 

 

State Floodplain Association  

1. Acts as overall coordinator of chapter DART volunteer activities. 

2. Coordinates DART volunteers and ensures annual training needs are met. 

3. Ensures DART member liability waiver forms are updated, signed annually, and kept on file. 

4. Coordinates logistics for deployment with host community. 

5. Provides damage assessment packet and volunteer packet. 

6. Ensures DART volunteers use consistent, and industry-accepted damage assessment methods.  

 

DART Volunteers 

1. Attend annual training to be prepared for damage assessment response. 

2. Maintain ASFPM or chapter membership and CFM license. 

3. Provide clothing, materials, and equipment necessary to conduct damage assessments. 

4. Provide digital photos of damage assessments and digital files to be left with host community. 

5. Provide a vehicle to get to the host community and conduct damage assessments. 

6. Have a personal photo identification badge to wear during inspections. 

 

Host Community  

1. Completes outreach (media, website, or mailing) to notify residents of DART assistance. 

2. Provides official ID tag or letter from community to each DART field team leader.  

3. Provides a local host to accompany each DART field team during inspection phase. 

4. Provides a local contact for DART volunteers in case of emergency (police or fire). 

5. Provides a morning meeting and afternoon wrap-up location. 

6. Provides DART field teams with worksheets and map with assigned addresses to inspect. 

7. Maintains records of damage assessments.  

8. Ensures follow up on damage assessments and compliance with floodplain regulations. 

9. If the host community has the financial means or if disaster assistance funding is obtained, the 

host community has the option to reimburse the state chapter for any DART expenses. 
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS 

Q:  What is the DART? 

A:  DART is the Disaster Assistance Response Team. DART members have experience and training in 
damage assessments and other post-flood responsibilities. They represent local, state, and federal 
government, the private sector, and other professional disciplines. DART activities are coordinated 
and administered by the ASFPM Chapter or State NFIP Coordinator’s office (or both).  
 

Q:  What is the purpose of DART? 

A: The primary purpose of DARTs is to help local floodplain managers and communities recover after 
a disaster. Often, local floodplain managers are overwhelmed following a disaster. DARTs provide 
flood experts free of charge following a disaster to assist local officials with field inspections, 
damage assessments, outreach, permit processing, and other required post-disaster activities. 
  

Q: Who can belong to DART? 

A:  DART volunteers are experienced flood recovery experts. DART volunteers must be pre-approved 
by ASFPM chapters or states. They must have the experience and training completed to assist the 
host community.  
 

Q:  Are there liability risks? 

A:  No. All DART volunteers and host communities sign a liability waiver. Existing state and federal 
mutual aid programs also provide additional liability protection.  
 

Q: Will DART cost my community? 

A: No. DART members are all volunteers and have agreed to assist other communities in times of 
need. Unless pre-arranged, per diem and travel are not reimbursed. During larger federal disaster 
declarations, existing reimbursement frameworks (such as FEMA Public Assistance or EMAC) are 
available to reimburse travel and deployment costs if needed. Volunteers provide their own 
equipment.  
 

Q:  Who will oversee the DART? 

A:  The host community has overall management of the DART when on-site. DARTs work under state 
and local direction. ASFPM and states manage the logistics and training needs of each state DART.  
 

Q:  How long can I expect DART volunteers to help? 

A:  In most cases, DART volunteers can complete damage assessments in a day or two. If longer 
deployments and overnight lodging are required, this must be pre-arranged with the host 
community. In these cases, expenses may have the potential to be reimbursed.  
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Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) Membership Profile 
Questionnaire 

(Voluntary Agreement to Participate) 

 

Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Firm/Community/County ________________________________________________________  

Address: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: (_____) _______________________ Email Address: ____________________________ 

Geographic Availability: 

1. Within specific geographic areas of the state: ____________________________________  
2. Statewide 
3. Nationally 

 

I am a Certified Floodplain Manager, and my No. is _______________________ 

I have performed _____ number of damage assessments using FEMA’s Substantial Damage Estimator 
Tool 

I have _____ years of experience with conducting damage assessments in ______ location(s) ______ 

I participated in the annual ASFPM DART annual training in 20_____.  

 

EXPERTISE TO BE PROVIDED RELATING TO DISASTER RESPONSE: 

(damage assessments, building code inspections, mitigation programs, etc.) 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Emergency Contact:     

Name: ______________________________  Phone Bus.: (_____) ___________________    

Email: ______________________________  Phone Cell: (_____) ___________________    

  

Signed: ______________________________________ Date: _________________________    
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Disaster Assistance Flood Team (DART)  

Volunteer Waiver 

 

I _______ (name) _________________have volunteered as a member of the _____ (state or chapter) _____ 
Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART). 

 

As a volunteer, I agree to indemnify and hold harmless the ____ (state or chapter) _____, its agents and 
assigns, and any persons who participate in Disaster Assistance Response Team activities for any 
actions or inactions during the course of the disaster response.  

Furthermore, I agree to indemnify and hold harmless the host community, its agents and assigns for 
any actions or inactions during the course of the disaster response.  

I understand that ______ (state or chapter) _____ will not reimburse my travel cost and a daily per diem. 
Any other expenses are the responsibility of the volunteer or the volunteer’s employer. 

 

 

Signature of DART Volunteer: ___________________________________________ 

 

Signature of Volunteer’s Community CEO: _________________________________ 

 

 

Please return to: 

 

(Insert state or chapter DART Coordinator)  
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SAMPLE COMMUNITY REQUEST LETTER 

(Insert community letterhead) 

 

(Insert date)  

 

ASFPM State Chapter  

XXXXX 

XXXXX 

 

Reference: Request for ASFPM DART Assistance 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On (insert date), (insert community) suffered severe flooding. This letter serves to request the assistance 
of the ASFPM DART to assist local officials with damage assessments and other disaster response 
functions. 

In making this request, (insert community) agrees to indemnify and hold harmless ASFPM, its agents 
and assigns, and any persons who participate in the Disaster Assistance Response Team activities for 
any actions or inactions during the course of the disaster response. Furthermore, (insert community) 
agrees and declares that any actions taken by any of the above-referenced persons in the course of 
providing assistance are to be considered duly authorized actions of (insert community). 

(Insert community) has designated the following staff member as the primary point of contact for the 
ASFPM DART Volunteer(s): 

John Flood 

Floodplain Manager 

(XXX) XXX_XXXX 

fpm@XXX.org  

 

Thank you for your assistance with our efforts to recover from this disaster. 

 

Sincerely, 

(Local Mayor or Manager) 

 

mailto:fpm@XXX.org
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DART Volunteer Equipment List 

 

Each DART Field Team should have: 

• A community ID or Letter of 
Validation.  

• A list of field team members and 
contact information. 

• Maps showing team assignments.  
• List of addresses to be assessed. 
• Laptop(s) or tablet(s) with FEMA 

Substantial Damage Estimator (SDE) 
software loaded. 

• FEMA Substantial Damage User’s 
Manual (either printed or PDF) 

• Substantial Damage Field Worksheets  
(one printed worksheet for each property assessed by the field team). 

 

 

Each DART Volunteer should have: 

• A clearly visible Identification Badge. 
• Cellphone 
• Clipboard 
• Pens/Pencils 
• Tape Measure (100-Foot) 
• Flashlight 
• Boots 
• Rubber Gloves 
• Masks 
• Digital Camera  
• Bug spray or sunscreen (if needed)  
• Health insurance information card 
• Emergency contact information 
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APPENDIX B 
 

IMAC (in-state) Sample Template  

State Chapter Memorandum of Understanding with the State Emergency 

Management Agency 

** Note - This memorandum of understanding (MOU) template has been developed based on a MOU 

used by the Florida Chapter and the Florida Emergency Management Agency. In Florida, the 

mutual aid process is well defined. This MOU is similar to other state MOUs in existence across 

the nation. However, please be aware that each state has different mutual aid legislation and 

volunteer protection laws. In addition, the logistical and operational mechanisms used within 

state mutual aid frameworks can differ. Therefore, state chapters are advised to use this MOU 

as a template only. This example MOU will likely need to be modified to meet each state’s 

individual mutual aid process.   

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BY 
AND BETWEEN 

THE (INSERT CHAPTER NAME) AND 

THE (INSERT STATE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
NAME)  

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is hereby made and entered into by and 
between the (insert state emergency management agency name) and the (insert state 
chapter name). 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

The state of (insert) is geographically vulnerable to (list natural hazards as identified in 
the state Hazard Mitigation Plan), and other natural or man-made disasters that in the 
past have caused severe disruption of essential human services and property damage. 
The Parties to this MOU recognize that manpower and equipment may be needed to 
mitigate damage and restore services and infrastructure to the citizens of the affected 
community should such disasters occur. 

II. PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this MOU is to define the roles and responsibilities of the parties with 
respect to delivery and coordination of disaster and emergency mutual aid relating 
to floodplain managers in (insert state). This MOU is intended to facilitate  
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the provision of assistance related to general floodplain management issues, 
substantial damage and substantial improvement inspections and determinations, 
and compliance with floodplain management regulations, following the occurrence 
of a disaster or emergency event. 

In addition, this MOU is also intended to establish a mechanism for the (insert state 
EMA name) to request assistance from the (insert chapter name) and its members in 
the performance of state and local responsibilities and missions, including, but not 
limited to: post-event construction and demolition activities, environmental and 
floodplain management compliance training, and other recovery-related activities. 
This MOU shall not preclude the provision of assistance by the (insert chapter name) 
(or (insert chapter name) members) outside the parameters of this MOU, or from the 
(insert chapter name) or a (insert chapter name) member to a non-participating 
government.  

Ill. DEFINITIONS: 

"SMAA" shall mean the Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement (insert legislation), entered 
into by counties, municipalities, and independent special and educational districts of 
the state of (insert state name). Copies of the (insert legislation) with original 
signatures are filed and maintained by the (insert state EMA).  *****NOTE- Each state 
has different mutual aid regulations. This section should be edited sufficiently to 
reference state-enabling legislation for mutual aid).  

"REQUESTING PARTY" shall mean the Participating Government entity requesting aid in 
the event of an emergency. Each municipality, and independent or educational district 
must coordinate requests for state or federal emergency response assistance through its 
county (or parish) emergency management agency. 

"ASSISTING PARTY" shall mean the Participating Government entity furnishing 
equipment, services and/or manpower to the Requesting Party. 

"AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE" shall mean an employee of a Participating Government 
authorized in writing by that government to request, offer, or provide assistance under 
the terms of the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation). The list of authorized 
representatives for the Participating Governments who have executed the SMAA (or 
insert state mutual aid legislation) shall be supplied to the (insert state chapter) upon 
execution of this MOU and updated on an annual basis, by (insert date) of each year. 

"STATE EMA" shall mean the (insert state emergency management agency). 

EMERGENCY" shall mean any occurrence, or threat thereof, whether natural, or caused by 
man, in war or in peace, that results or may result in substantial injury or harm to the 
population or substantial damage to or loss of property. 
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"DISASTER" shall mean any natural, technological, or civil emergency that causes damage 
of sufficient severity and magnitude to result in a declaration of a state of emergency by 
a county, governor, or the President of the United States. 

"PARTICIPATING GOVERNMENT" shall mean the state of (insert state) and any political 
subdivision of the state of (insert state) which executes the SMAA (or insert state mutual 
aid legislation) and supplies a complete executed copy to the state EMA. 

"(INSERT STATE CHAPTER NAME)" shall mean the professional statewide organization, 
comprised of state and local floodplain managers and a broad representation of federal 
agency staff, private industry, academia, research, and representatives from related 
organizations. (insert chapter name) members span the state as well as adjoining states. 
(insert state chapter name) was formed to improve floodplain management practices in 
(insert state) by supporting comprehensive management of floodplains and related water 
resources. We believe that through coordination and education, the public and private 
sectors can advance cooperatively to reduce losses of life and property from floods, 
preserve the natural and cultural values of floodplains, and avoid actions that increase 
flood hazards. To achieve these goals, (insert state chapter name) fosters communication 
among those responsible for flood hazard mitigation activities, provides technical 
information and advice to governments and others about actions or policies that will 
affect flooding, and encourages flood hazard research, education, and training. 

III.PROCEDURES: 
A. IDENTIFICATION OF NEED: When an SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation) 

Participating Government becomes either affected by or under imminent threat of an 
emergency or disaster, it may invoke emergency-related mutual aid assistance by 
either requesting assistance from another Participating Government or by requesting 
assistance from Participating Governments through the state EMA. If a request 
received by the state EMA identifies the need for assistance of the local floodplain 
manager in the affected area, the state EMA may contact the designated (insert state 
chapter name) Liaison and request (insert state chapter name) assistance in 
coordinating the provision of assistance. In the alternative, the (insert state chapter 
name) may identify the need for emergency- or disaster-related mutual aid to local 
floodplain managers and may, through the (insert state chapter name) Liaison, 
request authorization from the state EMA to coordinate the provision of said 
assistance. 
 

B. COORDINATION PROCEDURE AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Upon identification of the 
need for mutual aid and either request from, or authorization by, the state EMA, 
the (insert state chapter name) Liaison shall verify the need for mutual aid to the 
local floodplain manager, either by contact with the affected local floodplain 
manager(s), or by contact with the local emergency management director in the 
affected area. The verification method and verifying official shall be documented 
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by the (insert state chapter name) Liaison, using forms supplied by the state EMA. 
Upon verification of the need, the (insert state chapter name) Liaison shall then 
contact other SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation) Participating 
Governments' Authorized Representatives, on behalf of the Requesting Party, and, 
in accordance with the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation), identify 
available resources to meet the need identified by the local floodplain manager(s). 
Such efforts shall include, but not be limited to: confirmation of availability of 
personnel and equipment for the necessary time period; identification of staging 
area; estimated time of arrival of assistance; communications resources and 
protocols; transportation resources and routes; lodging or other accommodation; 
self-sufficiency; and contact name/telephone number. Upon identification of 
sufficient resources to meet the identified need, the (insert state chapter name) 
Liaison shall report back to the state EMA. Upon confirmation by the state EMA, 
the (insert state chapter name) Liaison shall, in accordance with the SMAA (or 
insert state mutual aid legislation), contact the Requesting Party Authorized 
Representative, re-verify the request for assistance, and provide them with the 
following information, to the extent known: 

l. A complete description of the personnel, equipment, and materials to 
be furnished to the Requesting Party; 

2. The estimated length of time the personnel, equipment, and 
materials will be available; 

3. The areas of experience and abilities of the personnel and the 
capability of the equipment to be furnished; 

4. The name of the person or persons to be designated as 
supervisory personnel; and 

5. The estimated time when the assistance provided will arrive at the 
location designated by the authorized representative of the 
Requesting Party. 

The (insert state chapter name) Liaison shall assist the state EMA in verifying 
execution and distribution of (insert any forms or documents), in accordance 
with the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation) and shall assist the state 
EMA in ensuring copies are delivered to the state EMA and all pertinent parties. 

C. STATE EMA REQUESTS: In some situations, the state EMA may notify the (insert 
state chapter name) Liaison of the need for local floodplain management 
personnel to perform assistance for the state EMA related to the preparation and 
review of worksheets, construction and demolition activities, environmental 
compliance, flood insurance and building code compliance and other recovery-
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related activities. In such cases, the (insert state chapter name) Liaison shall survey 
(insert state chapter name) membership and other resources to determine and 
identify available personnel to the state EMA. The (insert state chapter name) shall 
develop and maintain a database of (insert state chapter name) members and 
other experienced floodplain managers that shall serve as a resource for 
responding to state EMA requests. The state EMA shall be responsible for 
arranging compensation for any personnel supplied pursuant to its request, and 
for providing necessary training, lodging and other requirements. The (insert state 
chapter name) is only responsible for identifying potential personnel.  
 
D. RECORD KEEPING: Pursuant to the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation), 
the Assisting Party shall be responsible for maintaining records and submitting 
invoices for reimbursement by the Requesting Party using the format used or 
required by FEMA publications, including Part 13, Title 44 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations and all applicable Office of Management and Budget Circulars. The 
(insert state chapter name) Liaison shall be responsible for assisting the state EMA 
in ensuring documentation of the Requesting Party's mutual aid request and the 
confirmation of the acceptance of the assistance to be provided. The (insert state 
chapter name) Liaison shall further be responsible for assisting the state EMA in 
supplying the Assisting Parties with the documentation necessary to create the 
records required for reimbursement of eligible expenses incurred by the Assisting 
Parties, recovery of completed documentation, and transmission of the 
documentation to both the Requesting Party and the state EMA. The state EMA 
shall supply all forms and the state EMA shall make training available to (insert 
state chapter name) members regarding the use and completion of the required 
paperwork. 
 
E. SUPERVISION AND CONTROL: Pursuant to the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid 
legislation), the personnel, equipment, and resources of any Assisting Party shall 
remain under operational control of the Requesting Party for the area in which they 
are serving. 

Direct supervision and control of said personnel, equipment, and resources shall 
remain with the designated supervisory personnel of the Assisting Party.  
 
Representatives of the Requesting Party shall provide work tasks to the supervisory 
personnel of the Assisting Party. The designated supervisory personnel of the 
Assisting Party shall have the responsibility and authority for assigning work and 
establishing work schedules for the personnel of the Assisting Party, based on task 
or mission assignments provided by the Requesting Party and the state EMA. The 
designated supervisory personnel of the Assisting Party shall: maintain daily 
personnel time records, material records, and a log of equipment hours; be 
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responsible for the operation and maintenance of the equipment and other 
resources furnished by the Assisting Party; and report work progress to the 
Requesting Party. The Assisting Party's personnel and other resources shall remain 
subject to recall by the Assisting Party at any time, subject to reasonable notice to 
the Requesting Party and the state EMA. At least 24-hour advance notification of 
intent to withdraw personnel or resources shall be provided to the Requesting 
Party and the state EMA unless such notice is not practicable, in which case 
reasonable notice shall be provided. 
 
F. COMMUNICATIONS: Pursuant to the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation), 
unless specifically instructed otherwise, the Requesting Party shall bear the 
responsibility for coordinating communications between the personnel of the Assisting 
Party and the Requesting Party. Assisting Party personnel should be prepared to 
furnish communications equipment sufficient to maintain communications among their 
respective operating units. 
 

V. ROLE OF THE STATE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (STATE EMA):  

The state EMA under this MOU shall: 

l. Request mutual aid on behalf of an SMAA (or insert state mutual aid 
legislation) Participating Government, under the circumstances 
identified in the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation); 

2. Coordinate the provision of mutual aid to a Requesting Party, 
pursuant to the provisions of the SMAA (or insert state 
mutual aid legislation) and this MOU; 

3. Serve as the eligible entity for requesting reimbursement of eligible 
costs from FEMA, upon a presidential disaster declaration; 

4. Maintain a current listing of SMAA (or insert state mutual aid 
legislation) Participating Governments, listing their 
Authorized Representative and contact information. 

The state EMA shall inform the (insert state chapter name) Liaison of disaster- 
and emergency-related training opportunities and supply and update necessary 
paperwork so that the (insert state chapter name) Liaison may advise (insert state 
chapter name) members and facilitate the training and education of (insert state 
chapter name) members regarding disaster and emergency management roles and 
activities. 
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VI. REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

A. GENERALLY - The terms and conditions governing reimbursement for any 
assistance provided shall be in accordance with the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid 
legislation). The state EMA shall not be responsible for costs associated with requests 
for mutual aid assistance unless the state EMA is responsible pursuant to the SMAA 
(or insert state mutual aid legislation). The state EMA shall not be responsible for 
(insert state chapter name) costs unless the State EMA so indicates in writing at the 
time of its request to the (insert state chapter name). In no event shall the state EMA 
or the State of (insert state name) be responsible for costs associated with assistance 
in the absence of appropriated funds. In all cases, the party requesting the mutual aid 
shall be responsible for the costs incurred by any Assisting Party providing assistance 
pursuant to the provisions in the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid legislation). 

B. PAYMENT – Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon in the written 
acknowledgement executed in accordance with the SMAA (or insert state mutual aid 
legislation) or a subsequent written addendum to the acknowledgment, the Assisting 
Party shall bill the Requesting Party for all reimbursable expenses with an itemized 
Notice as soon as practicable after the expenses are incurred, but not later than sixty (60) 
days following the period of assistance, unless the deadline for identifying damage is 
extended in accordance with Part 206 of the Title 44, CFR. The Requesting Party shall 
pay the bill, or advise of any disputed items, not later than sixty (60) days following the 
billing date. These timeframes may be modified by mutual agreement. This shall not 
preclude an Assisting Party or Requesting Party from assuming or donating, in whole 
or in part, the costs associated with any loss, damage, expense or use of personnel, 
equipment, and resources provided to a Requesting Party. 

VII. LIABILITY 

The parties shall be solely responsible to those entities with whom they may interact 
with in carrying out the terms of this MOU. For purposes of this MOU, (insert state 
chapter name) agrees that it is not an employee or agent of the state EMA but is an 
independent contractor. The state EMA assumes no liability for any action or inaction by 
(insert state chapter name) and will not be responsible for any negligent or gross 
negligent action taken by (insert state chapter name). (insert state chapter name) 
assumes no liability for any action or inaction by The state EMA or requesting party and 
will not be responsible for any negligent or gross negligent action taken by The state 
EMA or requesting party. 

In accordance with (insert state volunteer liability regulations) any person whose acts or 
omissions are not otherwise covered by this section and who participates in emergency 
response activities under the direction of or in connection with a community emergency 
response team, local emergency management agencies, the state EMA of Emergency 
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Management, or the Federal Emergency Management Agency is not liable for any civil 
damages as a result of care, treatment, or services provided gratuitously in such 
capacity and resulting from any act or failure to act in such capacity in providing or 
arranging further care, treatment, or services, if such person acts as a reasonably 
prudent person would have acted under the same or similar circumstances. For the 
purposes of this contract, all volunteers will be covered by (insert state volunteer liability 
protection regulations).  

***NOTE – Each state is different. This section should be edited or amended based on 
state volunteer liability regulations. 

VIII. MODIFICATION 

Either party may request modification of the provisions of this MOU. 

· Changes, which are mutually agreed upon, shall be valid only when reduced to writing, 
duly signed by each of the parties hereto, and attached to the original copy of this 
MOU. 

IX. NOTICE AND CONTACT 

All notices provided under or pursuant to this MOU shall be in writing, either by hand 
delivery, or first class, certified mail with return receipt requested, to the representative 
identified below and said notification attached to the original copy of this MOU. 

Insert state EMA name, POC, address, and contact info.  

Insert state chapter name, POC, address, and contact info.  

In the event that either party designates different representatives after execution of this 
MOU, notice of the name, title, and address of the new representative will be rendered 
as provided for in this section. 

X. TERM 

This MOU shall be in effect for three (3) years from the date of the last signature below 
and shall be automatically renewed in successive three- (3) year terms unless terminated 
in writing by either party. Notice of such termination shall be made in writing and served 
personally or by certified mail upon the contact noted in this MOU. Termination shall be 
effective immediately upon receipt of the termination letter by the terminating party. 

XI. EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS MOU 

This MOU shall be in full force and effect upon execution hereof. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties set forth below have duly executed this MOU on the 
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date set forth below: 

(POC at the state EMA) 

  

Signature: 

__________________________________ 

Date 

(POC and alternate at the state chapter)  

  

 Signature 

   

Date 
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EMAC (between states) SAMPLE TEMPLATE 

 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN STATE EMA and LOCAL, NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

(Sample IGA provided by National Emergency Management Association (NEMA)) 

 

Introduction  

Since 2011, the federal government has encouraged the use of private sector resources and 
non-governmental organizations during disaster response and recovery efforts. These 
resources range from infrastructure systems engineers to finance specialists to medical 
equipment and medical technicians. These vast, but seldom used, resources are available for a 
multitude of disaster management activities.  

A 2013 NEMA study found that few states had utilized non-state-owned resources because 
they lacked the legal means to do so. Often missing is the mechanism by which a state can 
activate non-state resources, including private sector and non-governmental resources, to fill 
requests for assistance through EMAC.  

To facilitate the deployment of private sector personnel and equipment, NEMA has 
developed a sample “Intergovernmental Agreement / Non-Governmental Organization 
Agreement.” As a designee and an “agent of the requesting state,” personnel are covered 
under the requesting state for tort liability and immunity purposes and are not liable on 
account of any act performed in good faith while so engaged in connection therewith to the 
mission.  

Note: The original IGA template provide by NEMA has been slightly modified to make it 
applicable to Disaster Assistance Response Teams.  

 

 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE COMPACT (EMAC) 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT (IGA) FOR NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

 

Between  

[insert state EMA department name]  

[insert address]  
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Contact person: _________________________________  

Phone: ________________________________________  

Email: ________________________________________  

 

And  

County/City ____________________________________  

Organization or Provider: _________________________  

Contact person: ________________________________  

Phone: _______________________________________  

Email: ________________________________________  

 

INTRODUCTION:  

The [insert state EMA name], pursuant to [insert state] Statutes [insert specific information on 
state statute], and the Interstate Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC), 
coordinates emergency management and interstate mutual aid for the state of [insert state].  

EMAC is the interstate mutual aid agreement to which all states belong that allows states to 
assist each other in times of disaster. When any member state’s governor declares a disaster 
or when a disaster is imminent, other member states may agree to provide assistance in 
response to requests from the impacted state(s). The assistance from other member states 
may be in the form of personnel and/or other resources.  

EMAC has been implemented to assist the state(s) of____________________ to respond to 
_____________ . 

In response to pending EMAC requests, [insert state EMA name] through the [insert state] 
EMAC has identified experienced and qualified public/private/tribal employees who are 
available to deploy and have agreed to assist with the response and recovery missions in 
__________________________.  

Work conditions may be sub-standard, with extended hours during the week, weekends, and 
holidays. The customary work hours under this agreement are for 12-hour shifts or as 
approved by the [insert state] EMAC. In some instances, responders must be prepared to be 
self-sustained for several days. For each individual county/city/NGO/tribe participating in the 
EMAC response effort, the following intergovernmental, non-governmental, or tribal 
agreement must be executed.  
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS:  

Authority: Pursuant to [insert state] Statutes [insert specific information on state statute], 
[insert acronym for state EMA department] through the [insert state] EMAC) and [insert any 
County/City/NGO/Tribe] establish this agreement for utilization of personnel and/or 
resources. 

[insert DART team name and state or chapter name] have agreed to assist [insert acronym for 
state EMA department] through the [insert state] EMAC with the EMAC mission described 
above. The period of deployment will commence on ________________, and end on or before 
______________ . No extensions of time will be granted without written approval. 

Employee status: During the period of deployment, [insert DART name] volunteers shall 
remain an employee(s) of ______________________ County/City/NGO/Tribe, on detail as an 
employee(s) of the sending county/city/NGO/tribe for purposes of the EMAC deployment as 
assigned by [insert acronym for state EMA department] under [insert state] EMAC. The 
county/city/NGO/tribal employee(s) will continue to be paid by his/her 
county/city/NGO/tribal employer and will continue to receive the same benefits as if working 
at his/her home station and will carry with him/her all workers’ compensation and employee 
benefits as if working at his/her home station. [insert acronym for state EMA department] 
assumes no responsibility for this county/city/NGO/tribal employee(s) other than the 
obligation to coordinate activities through [insert state] EMAC and to process expense reports 
through the EMAC reimbursement process. The employer or employee(s), in consultation with 
[insert acronym for state EMA department] through [insert state] EMAC, shall make and incur 
costs for all necessary logistical arrangements, including airline, lodging, and per diem 
expenses, and other necessary miscellaneous expenses.  

Liability: Officers or employees of a party state, local jurisdiction, non-governmental 
organization, or tribal officers or employees deemed to be employees of a party state, local 
jurisdiction, non-governmental organization, or tribe rendering aid in another state pursuant 
to this compact shall be considered agents of the requesting state for tort liability and 
immunity purposes; and no party state or its officers or employees, non-governmental 
organization, and tribes rendering aid in another state pursuant to this compact shall be liable 
on account of any act or omission in good faith on the part of such forces while so engaged 
or on account of the maintenance or use of any equipment or supplies in connection 
therewith. "Good faith" in this subdivision does not include willful misconduct, gross 
negligence, or recklessness.  

Logistics: The employee(s) will report to the _____________________ upon arrival and perform 
duties as assigned. The deployed task force leader or team leader will provide emergency 
contact information and status reports for the employee to [insert state] EMAC operations on 
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a designated time schedule. The [insert state] EMAC will provide to the county/city/NGO/tribe 
contact information and accountability reports throughout the period of deployment.  

Equipment: Limited resources are available in the affected area. EMAC assistance requests 
assume that personnel deployed under the [insert state] EMAC will provide the necessary 
personal equipment needed to perform the assigned task(s). All [insert state] EMAC A-Teams 
will be deployed with provided Go-Kits containing essential equipment to perform the set 
duties of an A-Team.  

Reimbursement: Estimated amount -- $ ___________________ . The amount provided above is 
to be used as an estimate only. The final amount could be higher or lower depending on 
actual costs. All wages shall be calculated at a 12-hour workday, consisting of eight hours of 
regular pay and four hours of overtime pay. The pay calculations will start at zero hours at the 
beginning of the deployment.  

Within 20 days of the termination of this deployment, ______________________ 
County/City/NGO/Tribe shall complete and submit to the [insert state] [insert acronym for 
state EMA department] an EMAC Form R-2, a copy of which is attached to this agreement. 
Reimbursement may be requested for actual costs incurred for this deployment, including 
compensation (including overtime pay), benefits, travel, lodging, and expenses (subject to any 
limitations applicable to the employee under the county/city/NGO/tribal existing policies); 
government vehicle cost(s); and equipment cost(s) (including any loss, damage, or expense 
incurred in the operation of the equipment).  

[insert acronym for state EMA department], through the [insert state] EMAC, shall be 
responsible for requesting reimbursement for eligible expenses from the requesting state. 
Upon receipt of reimbursement from the requesting state, [insert acronym for state EMA 
department] will provide reimbursement to the county/city/NGO/tribe in a final amount for 
the authorized expenses claimed on the Form R-2, within 30 days of receiving reimbursement 
from the requesting state. 

 

RELEASE OF INFORMATION RELATING TO EMAC OPERATIONS  

All information directly or indirectly associated with [insert state] EMAC deployments is the 
property of the state of [insert state] and falls under the control of the [insert state] EMAC. 
Any person(s), directly or indirectly, involved in any [insert state] EMAC operation cannot 
release information, documents or direct statements to the public or news media unless 
authorized. All information SHALL be vetted and approved for release by a designated [insert 
state] EMAC Authorized Representative, Designated Contact (as outlined in [insert state] 
statute [insert specific statute], or designated Public Information Officer from the [insert state 
EMA department name]. 
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ALTERATIONS AND AMENDMENTS  

This Agreement may only be amended by mutual agreement of the parties. Amendments 
shall not be binding unless they are in writing and signed by personnel authorized to bind 
each of the parties.  

 

TERMINATION 

Either party may terminate this Agreement upon 30 days prior written notification to the 
other party. If this Agreement is so terminated, the parties shall be liable only for performance 
rendered or costs incurred in accordance with the terms of this Agreement prior to the 
effective date of termination. 

 

IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement on the day and year 
last specified below. This Agreement contains all of the terms and conditions agreed upon by 
the parties. No other understandings, oral or otherwise, regarding the subject matter of this 
Agreement shall be deemed to exist or to bind any of the parties hereto.  

 

BY:  

________________________________ 

[insert agency director’s name],  

[insert state EMA name] 
 

_____________________________  

(insert date) 

 

BY: 

__________________________________ Authorized Signature  

__________________________________ County/City/NGO/Tribe 

__________________________________ Date 
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State-By-State Mutual Aid Legislation Summary Table 

State Mutual Aid 
Legislation 

Opt In? Opt Out? 
Indiv. contracts? Allows DART? 

Liability 
Protection? Workers' Comp? 

Alabama yes Indiv. Contracts yes yes w/ MOU yes w/ MOU 

Alaska yes Opt-out w/state okay 
via host 
comm. via host comm. 

Arizona yes Indiv. Contracts yes yes yes  

Arkansas yes Opt-out yes yes w/ MOU yes w/ MOU 

California yes Opt-in 
yes w/state 
okay 

yes w/ state 
okay yes w/ state okay 

Colorado yes Indiv. Contracts 
yes w/ state 
okay 

yes w/ state 
okay yes w/ state okay 

Connecticut yes Opt-out 
yes w/ state 
okay 

yes w/ state 
okay yes w/ state okay 

Delaware yes Opt -out yes yes yes 

Florida yes Indiv. Contracts yes yes w/ MOU yes w/ MOU 

Georgia yes Indiv. Contracts yes 
yes w/ state 
okay yes w/ state okay 

Hawaii yes ? yes yes yes 

Idaho yes Indiv. Contracts yes yes w/ MOU yes w/ MOU 

Illinois yes Opt-in yes 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ EMA approval 

Indiana yes Opt -out yes yes yes 

Iowa yes Opt-in yes *perhaps * perhaps 

Kansas yes Opt-out yes yes yes 

Kentucky yes Opt-in yes 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ EMA approval 

Louisiana yes Opt-in 
yes w/ EMA 
approval 

yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ EMA approval 

Maine yes Indiv. Contracts 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes yes 
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Maryland yes Opt-out yes 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ EMA approval 

Massachusetts yes Opt-in yes yes yes 

Michigan yes Opt-in yes 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ EMA approval 

Minnesota yes Indiv. Contracts 
yes w/ state 
okay yes yes 

Mississippi yes Opt-in yes 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ EMA approval 

Missouri yes Opt-out yes 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ EMA approval 

Montana yes Opt-out yes  yes yes 

Nebraska yes Indiv. Contracts yes yes yes 

Nevada yes Opt-out yes 
yes w/ state 
okay yes w/state okay 

New Hampshire yes Indiv. Contracts yes *perhaps *perhaps 

New Jersey ? ? yes *perhaps *perhaps 

New Mexico yes Opt-out yes yes yes 

New York yes Opt-out 
yes w/ EMA 
approval *perhaps *perhaps 

North Carolina yes Indiv. Contracts yes W/ MOU yes w/ MOU yes w/ MOU 

North Dakota yes Indiv. Contracts yes yes yes 

Ohio yes Opt-out 
yes w/ state 
okay yes yes 

Oklahoma yes  Opt-out yes yes yes 

Oregon yes Opt-out yes *perhaps *perhaps 

Pennsylvania yes Opt-out yes yes yes 

Rhode Island ? ? 
yes w/ state 
okay *perhaps *perhaps 

South Carolina yes Opt-in 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes yes 
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South Dakota yes Indiv. Contracts yes yes yes 

Tennessee yes Opt-out yes *perhaps *perhaps 

Texas yes Opt-out yes yes yes 

Utah yes Opt-out yes yes yes 

Vermont yes ? 
yes w/ state 
okay yes yes 

Virginia yes Opt-in yes yes yes 

Washington yes Opt-out 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ MOU yes w/ MOU 

West Virginia yes Opt-out 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes yes 

Wisconsin yes Indiv. Contracts 
yes w/ EMA 
approval yes w/ MOU yes w/ MOU 

Wyoming yes  Indiv. Contracts yes yes yes 

 

 

Notes: 

“*perhaps” in the table indicates a reference in the state’s mutual aid legislation to specific 
service providers such as engineers, architects, health care providers, or first responders. 
In these states, please coordinate with the state EMA for specific requirements and 
coverage. 

The Opt-out program automatically enrolls communities into the state mutual aid program 
unless the community specifically chooses not to participate. No additional agreement 
is required. 

The Opt-in program allows communities to choose individually whether to participate in the 
state mutual aid agreement.  In this situation, the community must request emergency 
response assistance from another community in the state. In most cases, an individual 
agreement must be signed. 

The Individual Contract program requires individual communities to sign agreements or 
MOUs to participate in mutual aid with other entities. 
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APPENDIX C 

RESOURCES 

Guidebooks, Tools, and References 

Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage Desk Reference. 
FEMA P-758.  This Desk Reference provides practical guidance and 
suggested procedures to implement the NFIP requirements for 
Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage (SI/SD). It is the principal 
source of guidance on how to define and regulate SI/SD and provides 
detailed information about the inspection and determination processes.  

Answers to Questions About Substantially 
Improved/Substantially Damaged Buildings. FEMA 213. This 
booklet provides answers to all of the primary questions regarding 
substantial damage. It is well written and formatted. A great reference tool for 
substantial damage.  

The Substantial Damage Estimator Tool Version 3.0 (2017). FEMA developed the 
SDE tool to assist state and local officials in estimating substantial damage for 
residential and non-residential structures in accordance with the requirements of the 
NFIP. The tool can be used to assess flood, wind, wildfire, seismic, and other forms of 
damage. It provides a standard approach to data collection management and the 
determination of substantially damage structures for local officials and helps 
communities provide timely substantial damage determinations so that reconstruction 
can begin quickly following a disaster.  

State Substantial Damage Guidebooks. In 2019, the CAP program required each state 
to develop a state substantial damage plan. Most states in the nation have now 
completed guidebooks to compliment these plans. The guides are an excellent source 
of state-specific guidance and resources to successfully carry out substantial damage 
requirements at the local level. Contact your State NFIP Coordinator for access to your 
state’s plan.  

Two examples: 

• The Florida Post Disaster Tool Kit is a particularly good resource 
• The State of Illinois Flood Damage Packet 

 

 

https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/fema_nfip_substantial-improvement-substantial-damage-desk-reference.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/fema_nfip_substantial-improvement-substantial-damage-desk-reference.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/fema_p213_08232018.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/fema_p213_08232018.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/risk-management/building-science/substantial-damage-estimator-tool
https://portal.floridadisaster.org/mitigation/SFMP/External/Community%20Resources/Floodplain%20Administrators%20Post-Disaster%20Toolkit/Florida%20Post-Disaster%20Tool%20Kit%20for%20Floodplain%20Administrators.pdf
https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/WaterResources/Documents/IL_Damage_Assess_Packet_%20March_2020%20(1).pdf
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Training 

FEMA’s Emergency Management Institute (EMI) offers independent and online 
training on Substantial damage. The EMI course numbers and names are listed below.  

Substantial Damage for Floodplain Administrators (IS-0285)  

Course Overview: This training is designed to help DART members understand the substantial 
damage regulations and make accurate substantial damage determinations. 

Using the Substantial Damage Estimator 3.0 Tool (ISO-284) 

Course Overview: This course will enable learners to successfully use the Substantial Damage 
Estimator 3.0 tool, including accurately populating the tool, saving individual structure and 
community-wide data, running all reports available in the tool, and importing and exporting 
data. 

• Preparing for Post-Disaster Responsibilities (G0194.4) 
• Advanced Floodplain Management Concepts III (G0284) 
• Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage (G0284.5) 

Visit https://training.fema.gov/emi.aspx 

 

ASFPM Training Modules for DARTs - ASFPM will develop shorter (one hour) training 
courses that can be used by states to train their DART teams. These training courses will be 
placed on the ASFPM DARTboard website.  

Substantial Damage for DART Volunteers.  

Course Overview: This training is designed to help DART members understand the substantial 
damage regulations, work with residents, and make accurate substantial damage 
determinations. 

Using the Substantial Damage Estimator 3.0 Tool for DART Volunteers 

Course Overview: This course will help DART Volunteers attain a basic working knowledge of 
the Substantial Damage Estimator 3.0 tool, including accurately populating the tool, saving 
individual structure and community-wide data, running all reports available in the tool, and 
importing and exporting data. 

ASFPM DART Administration and Deployment 

https://training.fema.gov/emi.aspx
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Course Overview: This course is designed to help DART leaders and volunteers understand 
the operation and logistics of DART teams. The course will also cover ASFPM, DART, and 
community expectations to ensure a unified and accurate damage assessment process. 

Check back to the ASFPM DARTboard as these training modules are developed. 

State Training Resources 

Many State NFIP Coordinators around the nation offer substantial damage training. 
Please contact your NFIP State Coordinator.  

State Disaster Assistance Team Resources 

Illinois Rapid Assessment Flood Team. Go to www.illinoisfloods.org/ and search “RAFT” for a 

variety of publications and training presentations.  

Oklahoma Disaster Response Team – Summary sheet of the Oklahoma Disaster Team. 

https://okflood.org/disaster-response-team-drt/ 

Louisiana Disaster Response Team – Various publications and training presentations on the 

Louisiana Disaster Response Team site. http://www.lfma.org/disaster-response-team 
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